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PREFACE TO THE PROBLEM1'" - - k V>0.: i v.:, u; 'ki;; ‘ vv-i d;.:;-. ■■■■:■■ ■■■ v.
’ z r;, “From the center of the earth come all spirits j :

which enter the bodies of the people. The spirits 
k i leave Mother Earth through the Sipapu. A warm : -

fire greets them as they emerge from this opening 
into the spirit world. At this fire they warm 
themselves because it is damp and very dark below.

' Their eyes grow accustomed to the light; and, as i 
the dampness passes with the heat of the fire, dim 

; i ob j ebts begin to: take shapeV Prayers are said and r. 
an offering, placed on the altar, is made to the 

. gods for protection in this new life. ~ A short ' ’ ’ 
stay is made in the kiva where the spirits are 
taught how to actxin the outside warld. As they 
become learned enough they climb the short ladder 

 ̂ ; and demerge into the outer world of air and sun
shine . Here they greet Father Sun and say a blessing to Mother Earth from which they have 
come. This finished, they go forward to take up 
life until they are called away in death ..."

The monotonous voice of the old Indian continued telling of 
various incidents in the everyday life of his people.

The writer, a student of archaeology, has made many 
contacts with other students, citizens and archaeologists, 
visiting various reserves containing Indian remains. Many 
questions about the kivas of these early inhabitants have 
been raised during these contacts. What were the exact pur
poses of the kivas in the lives of these ancients; what was 
the use of this; why was that constructed? These and many 
other questions have come to mind. The relative lack of 
exact knowledge concerning the kivas was quite apparent.

9 0 3 1  S R
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There are many modern Pueblo Indians who practice rituals 
and carry on certain functions in ceremonial rooms similar 
in architecture to the kivas found in the prehistoric vil
lages . The Americans of European descent are not the only 
people interested in the remains of the.early inhabitants of 
this country; no, descendants of these early "natives* are 
also interested. It was one of these "descendants" visiting 
a national archaeological reserve that told the story just 
recounted. Els was one version, other Indians have.told 
other versions. Each version was.slightly.different but es-

1.;. M X : r  t : .  '. . • • » >. - - - '' '•sentially the same concerning the general ideas expressed 
in their interpretation of the origin myths. .
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

The problem set forth in. this study is to present the 
story of the architectural development of the Pueblo Kiva.
If such a story can be told in a satisfactory manner, then 
kivas can take their position, along with other cultural 
complexes, as another form of evidence of the development 
and movement of the Pueblo Indians in the Southwest. The 
confusion, due to lack of knowledge, existing in the 
peripheral areas and the perplexities that are encountered 
in marginal time can then be clarified. .

By reviewing the archaeological literature and by per-
. ' ' ' ,'-v : ' . : T • . - , : • ....sonal observation and excavation, a complete architectural 

development of the kiva from the early pithouse to the modern 
form will be given as it is known today. This review will : 
include historical impressions recorded during the early - 
period in the Southwest, the theories of origin of the kiva, 
a working definition of a kiva for trained investigators, " 1 ’ 
a listing of all kiva features and a distribution study to ’ 
determine their place and time of origin as well as their de
velopment and spread, and a discussion of kiva form.

A number of archaeological sites will be referred to 
throughout this paper. These sites are located geographically
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on the map on page ix. Ai the end of. each chapter may be 
found supplementary illustrations of the type of kivas 
discussed therein. These illustrations should be studied for 
diversity of floor plans, association of individual features 
within each kiva, and the development of architectural details 
from the early pithouse to modern kiva forms. A,comparison
chart of pithouse and kiva features illustrating the diversi
fied usage within each locality is presented on page 80.*

To introduce the kiva certain generalizations concerning 
its use and variations will be given based on literary 
citations and personal observation of a great number of kivas 
in all parts of the Pueblo area.

Kivas were formerly called "estufas" by'the early Span
iards. This name has been carried on down through the years. 
Since the English equivalent of "estufa"means stove or 
literally sweat-house, this name was not exact in meaning. 
Early ethnologists working among the living Indians who 
used "estufas"introduced a new name. ’ This name, kiva, '
indicated an underground room or ceremonial chamber, which was 
neither a sweat-house nor a stove. Mindeleff, doing early 
ethnological work along with his archaeological studies in 
the Southwest, began using the Hopi term of "kiva" to indicate 
all such chambers, either ancient or modern. Major Powbil, 
Head of the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C., suggested that the Hopi (it was then known
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as Tusayan) word "kiva" be adopted.
Kivas are common to the entire Pueblo Indian group. The 

rooms may take various forms, locations with respect to domes
tic quarters differ, and they possess varied internal features. 
Nevertheless they may all be termed kivas.

It is a well established fact that kivas are sacred 
ceremonial rooms in which the civil and the religious af
fairs of the tribe are carried on. It is also well known 
that the men use them as club houses and as retreats. Boys 
are schooled in tribal lore, everyday life, and religious 
customs in the kivas. They are used much more in the autumn 
and winter after the end of the farming season when more 
principal ceremonies and dances take place than at other times. 
Priests and kiva members quite often spend days in their kiva 
when performing a ceremony; food is brought to the kiva 
during these days so that there will be no reason for leav
ing it. Bachelors and young unmarried men have been known 
to sleep in the kivas the year around, work such as weaving, 
tool making, and the like is a daily task performed in the 
kivas.

In approximately half the kiva floors is a small
2opening called a sipapu. It is through this opening, or 

sipapu, that the beneficent influence of the gods is in
voked. A few old Hopi men say that the kivas were

1. Mindelerf, 1891, p. 111.
2. A detailed description of the sipapu can be found in

Chapter IV, pp. 44-80.
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constructed around their ceremonial opening, and that the 
house cluster forms an outer wall of the kiva itself. Other 
Hop! priests stated, according to Mindeleff, that in old 
times the houses were terraced towards the court in which the
kivas were located in order that the women and children, 
traditionally barred from the kivas, could see the masked 
dancers or kaohinas as they performed publicly in the court
yards after emerging from the kivas. Still other Hop! in-
formants say that the subterranean feature of kivas is a

' • ' '  ■ ' • . .  ■ '  " * * • - , : • • - , ; • '•symbolic expression of their original home in the center of
Mother Earth. f:V ":"n

In ancient times. Hop! tradition suggests, one class of 
kivas was totally devoted to the purpose of ceremonial rites. 
In these kivas a priest was constantly in attendance. An 
altar and fetishes were always kept in evidence and changed 
as the ceremony or season demanded. This was the sacred 
kiva serving no other purpose than ceremonial. Many kivas 
were constructed by religious societies which held their 
particular observances in them. A few of the modern kivas 
still bear the names of the societies which own them, but no 
modern kiva is known to be wholly for religious purposes.
They serve as ceremonial rooms, council chambers, work shops 
and, in general, as gathering places for men.

The Hop! still retain, or did at the time of Mibde- 
leff's work, two classes of kivas: one with a sipapu and 1

1. Mindeleff, l#91, p. 117.
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one without. It is in the former class that the more im- 
portant ceremonies are now being held, such ceremonies as 
the secret portion of the Snake Dance. It has been told that 
no new sipapus have been made recently among the Hopi because 
the lore accompanying the construction of this feature has 
been lost with the passing of time and the deaths of the old 
men who clung to old traditions and ideas.

Many kivas of the present contain loom attachments set 
into the floor, a custom which appears to be ancient. Among 
the Hopi the custom today is to set a log in the floor close 
to the wall. A U-shaped hole is gouged or burned in the log 
and through this hole sinew or twine is inserted which can 
be fastened to the bottom of the crude loom post to hold it 
tightly stretched from the roof to the floor.‘ Cv 1:1 V y y>,', r ■yv.::-,:-■

Among the Zuni and the Rio Grande pueblos (Map 2, page 
ix) it is interesting to note that the kiva loom is used 
primarily for weaving the dark blue and black diagonal and 
diamond pattern blankets which are used as staple articlesf-.r- y I. ‘ r.V."y l: o •■yl.yy V :V: :• : .. y V :/
of trade. In several instances unfinished articles of 
clothing and tools have been found with the raw material

V . V y - v \ y - , ::v' ,i V y  " 3-  % - y. . :*; y- y;..,'.'ly . l-y-:  ̂ .
used in their making close by in the same kiva.. ::3yXyt::;:'.y f-vZy c’y - y .  r--y: y a :":y-y':y ' :x-. 1
1 • Mindeleff, 1891. > pp. 111-137. : This and. the three ipreceeding 

paragraphs are the writers summary of Mindeleff1s work.
•..For a comparison of this summary with the original see

Mindeleff, Victor, «a Study of Pueblo Architecture: Tusayan 
and -Cibola,« Bureau of American Ethnology, Eighth Annual 
Report, pp. 3-228, Washington.
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A kiva usually serves as the home of the organization 
which maintains and owns it. Each man in the village or 
group has membership in one kiva, and it is only that one 
which he frequents. A man may belong to several societies 
which, on different occasions, would take him into other 
kivas. He will use the other kivas only on these occasions 
or while visiting, but it is to his own particular kiva that 
he will go to work or to loiter.

Each kiva is under a kiva chief who is in control of 
all ceremonies and functions held therein. His capacity is 
more that of a supervisor than a leader. As the majority of 
present pueblos are matrllineal, with descent and inheri
tance passing through the female side of the family, the of
fice of kiva chief is passed from uncle to nephew through 
the female line. Thus when a kiva chief dies, his office is 
passed on to his eldest sister's eldest son.

Generally speaking, women do not frequent the kivas.
They are allowed only to plaster the walls and to attend
certain ceremonies held therein; exceptions to this are
widespread, however. In Oraibi, for example, one kiva was
constructed only for observances of a female society which
according to traditions and myths have been carried through 2
the ages.

There is much variation in the architecture of modern

1. Of. pp. 56-57, post.
2. mndeleff, 1891, p. 134.
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kivas. No two structures are exactly alike. Local condi
tion sand customs prevail strongly enough to Influence vari
ations in plan and construction^’ A glance at modern pueblo 
villages reveals that among the Hop! the kivas are rectan
gular , constructed underground, and apart from the house 
cluster. On-the other-hand, the Zuhi and a few other pu
eblos have kivas which are rectangular but are built within 
the house cluster• Several authors believed that these 
kivas were built within the cluster because the early Span
ish monks repressed the kivas andtheiruse. In Taos, a 
modern pueblo that has had1centuries of contact with white 
men as well as with alien Indian groups, the-kivas are round 
and aueh: like those found in prehistoric pueblos.
"'-'"'-'In the prehistoric ruins of Ohaco Canyon the kivas were 
constructed in groups arranged along the secular rooms fac
ing the enclosed court yards, or where possible along the 
margins of-the courts. In Mesa Verde and vicinity, kiva 
construction was within the rooms or groups of rooms, in the 
court yards- and, in a few cases, separated at a distance 
from the pueblo itself. In Canyon de Chelly, kivas were 
generally placed along- the front or outer edge of the pu
eblo when-the latter was constructed within a cave. %

The tendency to depress or partly excavate the kiva 
below groimd level existed in many localities. There are 
certain areas, in which sub-surface conditions such as bed 
rook, only a few inches or feet below the surface, do not
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allow ezoavatlea, Saohareas causeimany variations.‘ For 
example * many kivas constructed in confined spots such as 
crowded oaves have large projections of bed rock within the 
room which the builders were unable to move. Consequently 
they were incorporated into the kivas and were adopted as 
benches, walls, or roof supports. Kivas in early cliff 
dwellings and on rooky mesas were excavated as deep as pos
sible. If the depth was not great enough, a large encom
passing wall was constructed and the space between it and 
the kiva wall was filled with rubble and soil to give the 
general feeling of being "underground•"

Most kivas are so constructed that if one would draw an 
axial line through the ventilator shaft, it would also pass 
through the firepit and the slpapu (if the latter was 
present)• The direction of this line is generally on a 
north-south axis, the ventilator being to the south. A 
notable exception to this is found in the Great Kivas of 
the San Juan river drainage. Here the pattern is reversed 
and north is the direction of the feature comparable to the
ventilator shaft.

1
Mindeleff, in writing of the kivas at Walpi, a Hop! 

village, states that four of the five kivas located there 
were orientated on a southwest-northeast line, whereas the 
remaining one faced the southeast. In the other Hop!

1. Ibid., p. IIS.
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Tillages of Hano, Siehumove, Shuaropavi, and Mishcmgn&Ti the 
direction of the axes tended to be to the southeast.

v.:: iv - '..r- :• ' r :■;■ V-.-J:•: :: :;
v: -.'v: r? 0 \- : - - • ■ - ' rr *; ;/v " f; .
:: ,v ■ ; • * >'>■?’ : - .K • - - • r W r. ; . ;. :• .. -
:''V 1 > jL: ' ' .* . • *-r rvv; or;

vv-vvv*' : r ,' •. r: ■ v O //:. :r 'r-n ; '0 : ' : '■’-I- o;/.:
:;.:h.v V ■r
'l In -O;- •: V.:' v / r % : * T - L « 1 f.*, *"• . • r ;^ ; v  ̂ r- %iv . 7- L._‘ ; : ‘"... rr; ̂. u - - r • >V: :
ih;-;/' o.;r. ..-v ; ;:u : -.t: » • M;i • ■ '.n .V.V : •/., ‘ :vr; c
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CHAPTER . II

EARLY HISTGRICAL']7/ L : : . _ ;, SIGNS i: vi -1

The early Spaniards In this country gave the name of 
"estufa" to the kivas, which literally translated means
Hstovew or "hot house.w The name *estufa" tms used, so they 
said; because the chambers were subterranean in character, 
large and warm, and used largely by the men as' living Quar
ters for the cold winter months v- Castaneda wrote of the
kivas of 1540-1541 as follows: ;r

The young ^ h  live in the estufas, which are 
. , in the yards of the village* They are underground,

square or round, with five pillars. Some were 
seen with twelve pillars and with,four in the _ 
center as large as two men could; stretch around.16 
The floor was made of large smooth stones, like 
the baths which they have in Europe. They have a 
hearth made like the binnacle or compass-box of a 
ship; in which they burn a handful of thyme ; *
(sagebrush) at a time to keep up the heat and 
they can stay in there just as in a bath. The 
top was. on a level with the ground. Some that 
were seen were large enough for a game of ball;
In one of his letters to the viceroy Mendoza, Coronado 

wrote; that at Granada (Hawikuh) they had some very good 
rooms underground and paved, which were made for winter use 
and were something like a hot bath.

1. Winship, 1896, p. 558.
2; Hodge had reason to believe he was referring to Taos.
- See Hodge, 1939, p. 209.
3. Winship, 1896, p. 558.
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Luxan, after ipending some time at Rawlkuh during the 
; _ _ l

Bspejo expedition 1582-1583» wrote: J
It5 seems that the natives have an estufa for ;I < 

every fifteen or twenty residents, build under
ground with heavy timbers and roofed; all lined ; 
with slabs in such a way that they keep so warm 

; ’ that in the coldest weather they are naked, and ^ o 
they sweat in these estufas.

Excavations carried out at the site of Hawikuh fail to sub
stantiate the number of kivas referred to by Luxan. The 
pueblo had a total of 118 rooms, undoubtedly not all oo- 
oupied. at the same time.. Only one kiva has been excavated
thus far, but there is a possibility that several nrore are 
in the unexcavated portion of the ruin.

Hammond, inhis study of the early Spanish writers, 
stated that:

Several other Spanish writers mentioned 
underground caves that are twenty feet long, and 
circular. The floor was covered with a mortar 
of clay and plaster. The roofs were of heavy r - u 

. timbers leaving only a trap door, like that of a 
ship, through which they enter and leave by means • 
of a movable ladder ...

- - X -,: V"‘" ■ " - ;; " ' - V - 3 , \ I;/-:-
The Zuni, as written by the Custodio, Fray Estevan

v i 
de Perea,

have their temples with idols of stone, and of 
wood much painted, where they cannot enter ex
cept it be their Priests— and these by some trap 
door which they have On the top of the terrace.

v!:v:
1. Quivera Society Publications, No. 1, Los Angeles, 1920,p. 90. .i; ' : • -.v-; v-vv c" v .v;,-
2. Hammond, 1928; p. ’295* '
3. Bloom, 1933, p. 228.

-i : V
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From this report it mlg&t be inferred that only religious" .

activities w r e  held in the Zuni kivas at that time.
About the time of the arrival of the first Spaniards a 

change took place in the Zuni kivas. Before that time the 
kivas were constructed apart from the house cluster. Theyo
were subterranean and round. Later on they were incor-c
porated within the house unit, arid at the present village 
of Zuni, as well as at Aooma, the kivas are difficult to 
distinguish from any other room. The square kiva at 
Hawikuh (Fig. 41, p. 119), burned during the early Spanish 
occupation, marks one of the first steps in that change.

It is well known that the Franciscan friars (workingor ■■"■m : ■: v: orr.: ; - o . vir.- -r roo  ̂ ir -
among the Pueblo Indians) did all in their power to suppress: : o:- •, :.or: o" rVr r : o:rr. rir: rrr:; v. .r oor.'!vo-o-
all forms of native worship. For a short time the use ofr - 0- or„ ■ .'ooi-.o,:- r r,-.: rloo: •o-rr oorrtrro" :.-o~
the kiva and its associated ceremonies was banned by, the 
priests. Missions were constructed in or near, all pueblo
villages, and the Indians more or less were forced to con-r.r:. 'or .r oo . rovi v - -r, orr. r'o;oi.;;. i' -.r '■ r .
form with the customs and laws of the church. Proof has
been established that the square kiva at Hawikuh was aban-r ;o v- r;.- oh - - o ; or ' -ho: roro;o o:... o: . ,:.r Y r .r-.'.-o
doned when the mission of Concepcion was established and
after the missionaries arrived.: O' v.c:::: ' % vo-‘ O'y or ho . -. *.r/lr

Bandelier wrote of the suppressing of the kivas and 
their revival in the following manner:

0.0.0..-/O'

During the Spanish occupation of the country 
the aboriginal worship was largely suppressed, but

i : . : O O
I. Bandelier, IS90, p. 145.
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• :vr:r:.:as socm as the Pueblos felt themselves o n c e ; 11. / 
again independent they at once re-established the 

c 2;estufas; and together with the estufa, the out- : ^
side places of worship, the shrines, reappeared.

1:. voiu'vL. 11.'. vr.l. V p l . ; -
The most common method of "suppressing" the kivas was

by burning:
I ? - r : 1 : T  - %'li-1: ll?y nr::- -1 Vl.pp.

Ottermin, when he attempted to reconquer New 
.1 Mexico during the years of 1681-1682, paid special 1 

Attention to the burning of. all the "houses of 
idolatry," or kivas of eleven Rio Grande Pueblos 
between Senecu and Cochiti.
In spite of all this suppression, the kivas were re-

p - ' C L o n  " t : . r - :1 nn --r-v- n n r  n n r n n t  r.l n . : 1 -
vived and their use went on as before the coming of the
Spanish. Developments in architectural features were car
ried on, with the result that certain modifications In the ̂ '••'-‘n 1 srvl 1-,: :; Lin1- rnur r n.-r .1 :.v , ^
shape and location of the kivas took place. One of the ear-
liest ethnological studies among the Zuni was conducted by

: l : ' “V- o
Cushing. He wrote that the kivas were constructed for the

■7.
double purpose of accommodating the men and as assembly
rooms for councils and ceremonies. They were large cham
bers built out in front of terraced dwelling cells of the

- - '  V ::-: xx.. j ': x-- xx x.’ :ix'xx-i-1" : " : x c o - x x .
women and children, and in the more exposed mouths of can
yons or shelters wherein the pueblo was built. A kiva was
p'x -vP ;;c ; x •.■o> 'xx ' xx, - :x-. - - x : c ,
never constructed in a temporary abode, only in the per-
ix.p ’h-X-X'X';:' ' X X'X, v P  Xv:: .-;.x '-X X-Pi P j  XXX .
manent dwellings, for mythic as well as sociological rea
sons. Council chambers have been constructed in the season
al camps or temporary retreats, but never a true kiva.

r. haoketi, 1916, p. 130.
2. Cushing, 1883, pp. 344-364, This paragraph contains a 

series of statements from Cushing's work.
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Hence, as might be expected, in the more southerly cliff 
dwellings belonging to the more recent pueblos, no true kiva 
is ever found. All important Zuni ceremonies performed to
day are much more fitted to a circular chamber than they are 
to the rectangular kivas in which they are now held. With 
all these important dances and ceremonies having a :circular 
movement, it was through necessity for the conserving of■ 
space and architectural construction of roofs in the large 
pueblos that at first the:round kivas were constructed with
in a square room. This'neoessitated a - great amount of work, 
and gradually.the kiva changed to a rectangular room in- 
stead of the old and familiar round chamber. , L i ): ;

-These few examples of early.historical impressions 11- 
lustrate the.reactions of : the:first white men . in the area to 
the pueblo ceremonial rooms. There were attempts made to 
ban the use: of the kiva by the conquerors of the Pueblo 
Indians. Although kivas were destroyed by fire in certain 
areas and banned in others, the ceremonial rooms continued 
to be constructed.and used. Possibly this:suppression 
played some role in; influencing the architecture and caus- 
ing changes in the function and use of the kiva.v x - : x-v - - : v:.:- xj-- •

• _ •:



, " - -., ." - T . \  /% T -
' »» "" ;. ••■ ' .'•■•• i / - • r ;s f. ’ • .*•: k. ■ f n ;

/: V ----'d . 5 ,.;h
'i_rt /; r- ':■/ n:- "; ;.: o."-CHAPTER: III r- cr- :::: tLu

THE; ORIGIN OF THE KIVA .. , ; . , -■

Southwestern archaeologists believe that the kiva (one
V- ::.V:|.7v - I 7(:;- 7 -A .7- .of the most definite features of pueblo architecture) repre
sents the older, pithquse;and is therefore to be considered
as a stnryival with modifications, or as a direot outgrowth,
x. - 4 7c;.: -'7 7 r :7..v, : ' 7.of it. These earlier pithouses contained many features

which;must have impressed investigators-with the idea from 
the very beginnings of the study;of this-area. -Mindeleff,

Z U V ; v = ' : y : ;  % 7 1:1 .7:,':;. 7 v  Vv :':.": 1 7 . " 7  7 7" 7 ,77; 7:'7: 7 ^Z"in his classic study of pueblo’architecture, v/as able to 
recognize this as a possibility long before the advent of

'.ZZ ;U7'modern techniques in excavation had proved such a develop-
77X7 7 7 0  X7‘ i ...7 7 7 .. 7 ■ .. ;
ment. In this study he wrote: •7 X"

Embodied in its construction may be found 
•ir- 7 survivals of early methods of arrangement that v, - 

have long ago become extinct in the constantly 
improving art of house-building, but which are 
preserved through the well-known tendency of the 

■ survival of ancient practice in matters pertain- ; : 
ing to the religious observances of a primitive 7

7 " people* 7.7.7. .x'l 7.-77 7,7.,;7'7 ;:X ; 7 ,77 xx 77' 7777.-7 ;x
Even though the 7idea 7may have come as a result of his 

own study and investigation, he undoubtedly was influenced
7 7:77- 7.7 X 7 .-7 7 7 7 .X. T  X >  7 ..7. 7 ,Xby some of the old Hopl Indians, because he went on to say: 1 2

1. Mindeleff, 1591, pp. 111-112.2. Ibid., pp. 117-118w (This part of the Hopi creation
myth is their explanation of the slpapu which is dis
cussed later in this paper.)
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The kiva was excavated in imitation of the 
original house in the interior of the earth, where 
the human family was created, and from which they 
climbed to the surface of the ground by means of 
a ladder and through just such an opening as the 
hatchway of a kiva.
Two years later this argument was strengthened by the

report of Baron Nordensklold. After exhaustive study, es- 
• • : 1 pecially in Mesa Verde, Nordensklold wrote:
The round shape of the estufa is most easily 

explained on the hypothesis that it is a remi
niscence of the cliff-dweller1 a nomadic period.
There must be some very cogent reason for the em
ployment of this shape, for the construction of a 
cylindrical chamber within a block of rectangular 
rooms involves no small amount of labor. We know 
how obstinately primitive nations cling to every
thing connected with their religious ideas. Then what is more natural than the retention, for the 
room where religious ceremonies were performed, of 
the round shape characteristic of the original 
dwelling-place, the nomadic hut. x
In the field of active investigators, Morris has done 

much to bring to light the sequence of architectural devel
opment of this structure. In what was one of the most 
densely populated areas for that period, Morris1 excava
tions in the La Plata area uncovered such structures as that
in Figure 1, page 19, and show graphic illustrations of this2development. He was firmly convinced of the transition.

The pit rooms of the periods to which the 
early mesa ruins belong are too primitive to be 
styled true kivas .... All subsequent experience 
has served to convince me that what I first con
sidered a mere possibility is an obvious fact.

r. Nordensklold, 1893, P* 168.
2. Morris, 1939, p. 30.
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namely, that the kiva did develop from the La j
Plata pit room. I
While Morris was working out a chronological sequence

1 •- \ \  ; for the La Plata, Roberts was doing work in the Chaco Can- ;
2 \ . \  yon area, Martin was digging in the Lowry, Colorado, area

3 ’ /  - ■   ̂ v i  ' iand Brew m s  clearing sites at Alkali Ridge, Utah. Each of ■
these sites gave good evidence.of this same development.

' - - -V ' /: IBrew, with perhaps more intensive diggings, m s  able ;
to obtain more data than the Others. A few of the oldest :
houses at Alkali Ridge, for example Figure 2, page 21, are i

closely akin to those in the La Plata area. So much knowl-
' ' - ' ..... 'edge m s  gained to substantiate the theory that he m s

4 ;prompted to state: i
■ *It has long been an accepted theory that !

kivas represent in part an architectural survival |
of a building which in early days had served not |
only as the church but also as the home. Archae- '
ological investigations have tended more and more , ;
to'conform to this theory, and one of the out- ’
standing results of the excavations by the Peabody 
Museum Southeastern Utah Expedition has been to =
add considerable further evidence to the nature of -this development.   i

The part of that development which lies 
within the scope of this report extended from the 
middle of the first millennium A.D. to the end of 
the thirteenth century in the San Juan. During V ;
that time the semisubterranean domicile charac- :teristio of the culture period classified as 
Basket Maker III m s  transformed, detail by de- ; ;
tail, into the standard kiva of Pueblo III now ;
to be seen in restorations in the extensive ruins . I 1 2 * 4

1. Roberts, 192$, pp. I-I64•
2. Martin, 1929, Ph.D. thesis.
3» Brew, 1946, pp. 1-345•
4. Ibid.. p. 203.
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Figure 2

/

A. Antechamber N
G. Gist (?)
D. Deflector ^
F. Flreplt 
G-. Ash pit
H . Holes in floor
P. Roof support posts
5. Slpapu (?) 0 2 4 6
V. Ventilator ' ‘Z l7 1Feet

Basket Maker III - 
Pueblo I

_________ After Brew, 1946, p. 171
PITHOUSE E, SITE 13, ALKALI RIDGE, UTAH
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of Mesa Verde National Park and in the large 
Pueblo at Assteo. New Mexieo. . : .:i
Roberts, in his work in-Chaeo Canyont thought the. pit- 

house village indicated clearly that the type of house con
st ruction there was in a period of transition as a change 
occurred from circular, to oval, to rectangular:forms. He 
- observed that there was a reduction-in size of the entryway 
or passage in the structure illustrated on page 26. (This 
change in the size of the entryway marksan important transi- 
:tional step fromcplthouse:to kiva; the ventilator is the 
vestigial form of the entryway and passage.), In two spe- 

r bifid instances, because; of their small size they could only 
• have;served as ventilators with the. smoke hole.becoming an
entrance. The smaller kivas of the later periods were, an

♦Outgrowth from these dwellings and the customs of their ear
lier phases.. Herein were held minor ritualistic observances. 
The survival of the deflector, firepit, and the sipapu com
plex, -and possibly the. compartment feature, in modified form 
gives enough material evidence to place on a firm foundation 
the theories of earlier Southwestern investigators of. kiva 
development.

■ From area to:area, archaeological evidence;has:accumu
lated in favor of this theory of development until it has 
been well accepted by most authorities. The development of

1. Roberts, 1929, pp. 146-148. (The compartment feature, 
p. 61, is that part of the pithouse separated from the 
main part of the structure by a low partition. It is 
usually located on the south side, or to be more spe
cific, between the firepit and the entryway.)



this small k i w  is not to be confused with that of the 
"Great Kiva" found in this general area as well as to the 
southwest in what is called the "Mogollon Country". Reiter 
discussal the architedtural development and the theoretical 0 
use of the Great Kiva in his thesis. Since thdse two types ' 
of kivas are considered as being separate structures , % 6' 
discussion will here be made concerning the larger, more 
complex structure. ; - ni; u ;; • ’ u : , erU " ■
i'i ' Eyidence shows that -the earliest stfuctures which can* 

be, recognized: as kivas were built during the last- part - • : 
of the Pueblo I period'(Fig. 9, p. 40). A general series 
of alterations in architecturet dcourred' during this period. 
Houses were rapidly altered from’subterranean to almost or 
completely above-ground structures. Jacal and slab con
struction in the La Plata area was replaced by stone and 2
adobe. : Although this masonry cannot be considered a *
product of good workmanship, heretofore adobe or mortar had 
been primary -in the walls: and stones were of secondary im- 
portanceju now, however, the conditions were reversed and the 
stones were crudely shaped with mortar of a secondary im
portance. n "V.l1 2--'-.;."-:!.:;:r'L,

During the- early phases of this period Pueblo I houses 
became single rows of rooms built above ground and in the 
form of a,concentric arc. Later the* arcs of the ideal

33

1. Reiter, 1946, Ph.D. thesis.2. Morris, 1939, p. 34.
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house types were straightened until they were aligned, and 
assumed a solid rectangular block. The Pueblo III village 
plans in the shape of an L, E, D, and so forth were form- 
lated during this earlier period. An exception to this must 
be noted: that the subterranean rooms, commonly found with-
in the arc, were deepened.until their roofs were flush with•• • ' ' - - • ' - • - ' : - ; ■ :: ' ,,17. v 7
the ground level and they retained,.to a limited extent,... ' - - - - :: T-.:" r. .:- - _
their circular shape. Stone masonry v/as used, either 
throughout the kiva or in part,,to form walls in these ex
cavated rooms. Roof supports, posts, were replaced by mason-' ■ ■  ̂ ..1 ' :• .7, .. v::*7 7 ' l >'} ' i. :
ry pilasters^which rested on the banquette, or the.walls car-' 1-'-'---'̂"; " - - C ret
ried the weight of the roof without this special feature.
Most important in this transition was the fact that the
last traces of domiciliary function disappeared from these
chambers and the kiva came into being. .. . .
. , Not: all of these, changes occurred.in the same place or
at the same time. Here and there certain changes would be
adopted while a, few old ideas vrould be retained within the
same.structure. As an example of this, Cummings in his
MKivas of.the San Juan" wrote:

In the earlier kivas of the Cliff-Dwellers one finds:, the. walls built of roughly constructed 
masonry.with'four strong posts set into them■to 
serve; as supports for the larger timbers that carried the weight of the roof. . - ^

Even as late as the fourteenth century, in the Riana area
i :v ; 77;.;';-'' I  7f: ■.. ,

1 Cummings, 1915, p . 275•
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(Fig. 37, p. 110) of New Mexico, poles in the wall still
: - 1 served as added supports to carry the weight of the roof.

' . ■ , "v - . -Many other examples can be noted, but these,serve to illus
trate this particular point. V; ■

- : ■ •: V-*, \
Such a preponderance of evidence shows that the kiva

undoubtedly did develop from the earlier pithouses. But the
■ V\ : n

question as to why it did can only be answered on a hypo-
thetical basis.. Investigators conclude that since there is

/no discernible break in the slow progression of architec
tural features from, pithouses to kivas, ceremonies must have 
been performed in the pithouses which made use of its domi
ciliary features. While the majority of the pithouses were 
being abandoned for above-ground structures, certain pit- 
houses which were still lived in were retained as cere
monial chambers so that the ceremonies were not disrupted 
in the pithouses and continued to utilize those features
in the ceremonies.

2
Roberts adequately illustrates this point when, after

his excavations at Shabik1 2eshchee Village in Chaco Canyon,
he stated: \ ....

There is no question in the mind of the 
writer but that at the time of the occupation 
of the Chaco Canyon villages many of the lesser ■ 
ceremonies were performed in the houses. As -
they may be considered as being within the

1. tfibben, 1937, pp. 24-31.
2. Roberts, 1929, p. 82.

' :
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Figure 3
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A . Antechamber
B . Bench
D. Deflector %
F. Flreplt
F-2. Second flreplt ^
H. Hole In floor 
P. Roof support posts 
S. Sipapu

Feet
Basket Maker III 

After Roberts, 192?, p. 63
PROTOKIVA HOUSE, 5HABIK'ESHCHEE VILLAGE, NEW MEXICO
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Earth Mother it seema quite logical to:suppose: that the traditions of sueh.ooom,reaoes brig* ., 
limlly reealled aetwl happenings and are not " ^ 
tb.: be regarded wholly ' In light of - mythological j %
beliefs. <r,.-cv.,;.-;- r̂c: .v:.rv-̂" '■/
To Ulustrate what such a :house...was" like during the 

period of occupation of the Chaco Canycii village, Roberts 
wrote that the proto-klve house (Fig. 3,.p. 26) was roughly 
circular, with an encircling bench.There were no slabs 
against the walls, but thick plaster had been applied to -■ 
^ ^ t i v e ^ a r t h .  ; ^ e  ;f lopr• contained a ,f irepit, ,a sipapu, 
a deflector, and a compartment. To, the south was a well

entryway.- A second firepit, rectangular in.shape, 
located on the east. Slabs stuck in the floor formed a 

rough partition wall across.the southern side. The defies- 
tor was apart from this partition and located in such a po- 
sition that•it could be truthfully called a deflector. Two 
metates were found on the floor, one in the compartment < and 
the .other in the main portion.of the room. A small ante- r 
chamber was located to the south, approximately five feet‘ 
from the house._ The antechamber and the connecting passage
way had been smoothly plastered. A very instructive feature 
about this house was that the passageway and doorway had t, 
been reduced in size until what had originally been a pas
sage way, capable of being used, was so reduced that .it had 
become a mere ventilator. Roberts concluded: I.

I. !toc. oit.



The protokira house definitely illustrated a 
shift from an older to a newer style and what was 
onoe an actual entrance became merely a representa
tive one, a passage for the bringing of fresh air 
into the chamber and one which quite possibly had 
certain ceremonial significance. There seems to 
be little question but what this structure repre
sents a domicile which had been remodeled with a 
view to more specialized ceremonial functions. X 

1 X \
Morris excavated a number of houses in the La Plata 
: : \ \ 

area which he also termed "protokiva." One of these struc-
; • : itures (Fig. 4, p. 29) was;roughly rectangular in shape with
I Y - -  j r  ̂ :

rounded corners. A bench;extended around all sides except I
\ x--.. X. ; |

the south one. Only small ̂patches of plaster were found on 1
'' ' '1;, / Ithe native earth walls. A circular flrepit and eleven holes !

.. \  Xin the floor (the holes had been filled with clean sand and \
\ ", j

surfaced over with mud) formed the floor features. Two \
- ' Ismall cooking jar's of plain pottery ware were found on the •f /  ' ibench. A plain pitcher and several plain cook pots were |

found on the floor. An extremely long passage way, 11 feet, * 
' • . 24 inches, connected the main room to a very small antechamber.

This protokiva structure had one feature which set it apart I
- isomewhat as having more than a domiciliary use. This feature ; 

was the eleven holes filled with sand and plastered over. i 
Undoubtedly sou® special;significance was attached to these i
holes. i i

i •If kivas did develop from pithouses, the question may . | 1 2

1. Morris, 1939, pp. 79-80. : !2. No plan of this house is available for illustration. }
r,.X. r
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Figure 4

Antechamber
B. Bench 
F. Firepit 
N. Wall niche
P. Roof support posts ^
X. Adobe ridge ^
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Pueblo I

________ After Morris, 1939, p. 64
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well be raised ©oBberBlBg:thee origin of the plthouse; Just
what does the evidence show for this origin? There have
been two schools of thought on this subject, but only;one ; -
has received m e h  backing from investigators. One is t M t
of New World origin’-and development and the other is that
the idea of:pithouses was brought to the New World from the
Old World. The latter is based oh the fact that there are
many similarities between the two, and the pithouses of the
Old World are much more ancient. -I : 3:;::1 2
t v ; Morris", and Roberts =held: with Kidder the idea that pos
sibly the earliest,Southwestern house was a direct outgrowth 
of the Basket Maker II storage cist, or somet other similar v 
structure. The idea was that the excavations for storage 
pits were enlarged greatly. Gradually largev stone•slabs,’ 
which hadibeen standing against the walls of the excava
tions, were recognized as having more stability as walls if 
they were laid;flat and piled one on top of the others To 
serve as a roof a covering of:poles, brush; and plaster was 
applied: one after another over the excavation;‘ A dwelling 
of more or less permanent nature evolved from this storage 
pit, and:"houses? came into being. ' - ?

There has been no evidence which can directly substan
tiate this idea, and gradually the concept has fadedvuntil . 
it is no longer recognized as having any value. No

1. Morris, 1939, p. 24.
2. Roberts, 1929, p. 4.
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investigator, to the knowledge of:the writer, adheres to 
this idea nowi Morris was among the - first to abandon the 
theory, rHe found that the first dwellings were-formal struc
tures which adhered closely to type and contained severali- 
distinct and:specialized features. He also found that they 
were too highly developed to have sprung into being de novo. 
There were no transitional .forms which would show development 

■ from any sort of cist. : ■- . r ' r  ■ u
~ . Morris agreed with Roberts that^the Palae-Asiatiol-- . ; 
tribes of .Siberia had houses which, although possessing fea
tures of their own, had characteristics inicommon, with.those 
of'the houses of the New Worlds He thought:the:similarities 
too great to warrant any belief in an Independent origin;
He also believed that the.shallow houses were earlier, and

1that the deeper ones evolved froia these. :
As previously stated, Roberts also held for.' a short

time the concept of Kidder. He was one of the first to ac-
cept the Asiatic-origin theory. The Palae-Asiatie tribes
in the northeastern section of Siberia, he believes, are a

... survival of an older, fundamental stratum of 
: : population once occupying much larger terri

tories but repressed into the northeast corner 
of the continent Lby expansion of other peoples ;: ,■
farther south and west.2

• This • type"of structure is of considerable antiquity in
that region and in areas farther inland. It is highly

1. Morris , i93^, p. 24. ; I: -/
2. Roberts, 1929, P. 8$* :
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probable that .It is an outgrowth of a more primitive type 
which might, also be the ancestor of .the New World "forms,,... i _
. Joohelson did much work among the Koryak, and it is on 
his work that many present assumptions are based. He found 
that the Koryak houses possessed a covered passageway .with 
a down-sloping-floor, and in addition had a smoke,hole which 
was also; used as - an enti^aee. -; The 7two entrances, however, v. 
were not used■indiscriminately. - The•entryway gave access' 
to the pithouse from May until October.and was then "closed" 
for the winter. Heavy snows would have,.made its use quite 
difficult during the winter months. Its olosing in October 
was accompanied by ceremonies (withj mucht ceremonial signifi
cance revolving around the:New Fire ceremony). Jochelson 
thought that the Asiatic and

American seml-subterranean housea have a common -
origin, invented and disseminated during the 

; Neolithic-- period of North Shores and Islands .of the Pacific Ocean.l ' ....
x . : : o  • \r'..-I, r : :The Puebloans may have retained and used such an entry-
■U \  V . . .way in their pithouses. If this be true, then the kiva ven- 
tHator: goes back to. Asiatic origin. We do know that -be- ...

C vi. G1.’ r L  ■V’vGG. 2cause of climatic conditions and economic pressure the 
Pueblo Indians now hold most of their ceremonies during the 1 2

1. Jochelson, 19Q7, P; % , v : ? gg 1 ji g. g»2. Eobnomic pressure in this instance is that need for full
time work devoted to planting, harvesting, etc. during 
summer months. Their summer days are too full of work 
for an emphasis on ceremonies. The majority are there
fore held during winter months when work is less than 
a full-time occupation and the cold makes for an in
door existence with more time being devoted to cere
monies ♦
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winter months. If this vrere theioas® in earlier times.
V.then the "winter house” would have been important ceremoni

ally. : ;; >;■;/ i f r .'.v- f; r- " r
V, The Koryak was not the only group to possess houses
similar to the southwestern pithouses. There is virtually
i ,  v'  :N. ■ fU -f: %.r v f - f . - . r f  " f.* ; i :7: , : a v r  v
a complete distribution of the ”earth lodge” or "earth. . ... . aJ-*\ J'-  ̂- i * ' *— • - ' . - - t
house” throughout the Southwest, over most of western North 
America, and in northeastern Asia. Arohaeologieally, such
* • »x‘ « ' f r  1 ’ -. ■ • ; • • ' - ■' ' t 1— ' ; ^  „■* •• • ' t  ̂  ̂ -. ' • • « * \ •: < *•'' - •• *- ^ X 1. .. v ’ ....... .'f

houses have been found in eastern and central Europe and in
i iff . i f . ' . ' . - f . ^  i::: iy. ; y y n : y 1

northern Africa. In northern Africa houses of this type' v .-.'.'a : o ■;
have dated 3500 B.C. to A.D. 420. The European and western

:;vU ■ '^y-yfoy y-Asiatic houses form a part of the Gravettian culture, while
.y y~:., ' •■\ i \ a . i h c O . y  Vi-f. ■ ;■ I ;y;o'.y n r v  yf-y y- .
Tardenoisian and other Neolithic instances of them are1 ;•
known. •ryfiL

; n,
Martin summed up evidence between Asiatic and American

or or:-*- ‘-o-o-yl-f o 1.: y y.r::- - f / yy. f/yy f yy. v
houses in nine basic similarities which are much too impor
tant to be ignored. These are:
■0: :.;.yy  yy.. - '.-.y :..-i v..y y y-fy v r  ryy;:;: yyy) .y:^ry:.f_
1. Underground lateral passage-entrances

f-yyry . ■ O y . ; ' - ; . O - y n  '..ycy .0or tf.y yy yylyily tv c.:''2. Underground lateral passage-entrances and used second-
• r arily as ventilator:shafts by the Eskimo, Koryak,- Chuckchee, Gilyak, and so forth
3. y. ■-" : ' - . . ' y-y y-'' ' fy; y.y."y / y c O y y y y  y y y f . y y  r-yy 31 -
3. Smoke hole as entremce and exit (though sometimes for

ceremonies only) y.y-
Ur. Houses semi-subterranean and generally clroularr or el

liptical. Found practically over the entire area from 
‘ northeastern Asia down to the Southwest.

1. keiter, 1946, p. 19. ■



5. Pithouaea used as sweat houses,;sleeping and lounging
places for bachelors and, during certain ceremonies, by 
all members w ^  -vy

6. Bench on one side for storage and sleeping places: i =
7. Deflector found, in certain Eskimo and most - early = pit- .•; 

houses of the Southwest
8. Orientation of passages to south, east, or southeast

c : r ‘" tl . :■ /. ;v- - o::-:. i :: :: y:: -9. Roofing not dissimilar.
r ' j . M  11 1 ';1:. j • v v .. I - . -I" t,-; •

A reasonable conclusion is that the semi-subterranean
C.’IVj;r.X u . y ::1; / : .1 t:;-. 1; : if:house is probably a product of one culture, and that it
v :-■ ' l l  y l  :1 .i;:. v : l a  : ; u :-:l i n  . . ;lv.; 1 • - -a ny  ^1 ;.: ,spread by imitation and adoption to tribes in geographical

a 1' fi. ''-v i  11 ■;a t : l - : rproximity. The details of construction differ from place to
Ot-Xtr-- -■:-; x:;:.: I-::.:- a 1 V, r; l;,- : V .1 .f V;al ; d M t
place and from house to house in conformance to the environ-
"J- . I f ' f .  X f n l  x l  : :: Xt-x - ; ■ 1 - .x '1, ' v: 1 .ment, but as a whole the essential ideas are the same.
vO t x :;: ■■ ttX: • xe-  f. t l ' / : :  2  V : .;c' :: ' f t  C1 . i t . ’.f. '-'r.f'o f X'.; GX x r xIn his summary Martin formulated a single hypothesis.

1 ;-l %:< x : ;-:x:l.t I t ' -  . -l  : f  1; : v : - t  t i l l  t o  r v l t r . . : .  t.-tFirst, he believed that in very early times an ancient type
1 ! - "   ̂ f l - i t l i v i l t ; .  t o  r o l - ' l . t ; :  1' X , o o l l  Xf: oh-:of house complex was introduced into western America either

1 - ■ T1 ;1. axx ? t i ' - l  ;l x :  x x x  '.:v. . a -1 . ' i  i l lby diffusion or by the Indians themselves. In all proba-
o t i l j  l i i l - i x i o i  i lx loo:-* .}  . y vv: xl ixx ’ l i :  y . f  o. .1' l . l f  f i l l  xxbility this ancient type originated in Europe and spread
~ X OXx :xh i t l  1 - x-i  X f - ,
eastward. (An opening was left here for the possibility of 
independent invention.) Secondly, it seemed safe to postu
late the development of the kiva from these earlier dwell
ings. "It is commonly believed that the kiva developed 
principally in the San Juan region for it early reaches a 
high specialization in that area."

1. kartin, 1&29, pp. 20-22.: ■% : I r
2. I b i d . , v P . 9 3 •  X- - y . J  : lx::; yl V X  ox-o.. x . 1 ,
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The writer believes that Martin’s conclusions are
sound. Evidence collected since 1929, the year the summary
was written, strengthens his hypothesis. However, it is as
yet a hypothesis and must be regarded wholly as such until 

, 1proven otherwise. -
Today, descendants of the kiva can be found in a modi

fied form in all Pueblo Indian villages. Details of the ar
chitectural development of kiva features inherited from the 
early pithouse will be presented in the following chapter.

Figures 5 through 12 are supplementary illustrations 
giving more complete data on the development from pithouse 
to kiva. Because of the diversified development from area 
to area and the scarcity of evidence, the illustrations are 
presented in a chronological order and with no regard to 
type or area organization. Certain features, such as the 
sipapu, the ventilator, and the bench, are present in the 
early pithouses although they were changing from utilitarian 
to ceremonial features. 1

1. Many other investigators, archaeological and ethnolog
ical, have propounded theories similar to this one. 
It would only be repetitious to give them herein.
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Figure 5

PITHOUSE NO. 1, MESA VERDE, COLORADO
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Figure 6

B. Bench
G. Shallow depression
3. Deflector
F. Flrepit
G. Ash pit N
L. Loom anchors i
P. Roof support posts
S. Slpapu
T. Tunnel
V, Ventilator
X. Adobe ridge 0 2 4 6Y. Bench support posts '-- ---- -—  »
Z. Storage bln Feet

Basket Maker III 

After Roberta, 1931, p. 22

HOUSES AT KIATUTHLANNA, ARIZONA



Figure 7

/'

Bench 
Cist 
Firepit 
Ash pit 
Niche
Roof support posts
Sipapu
Ventilator

Feet

After Hall, 1944, p. 12
HOUSE C, SITE 1, GOVERNADOR, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 8

B. Bench 
G • Gists 
F. Flrepit 
F - l . Old flrepit 
N. Niche
P. Roof support posts 
V. Ventilator
Y . Subslc^try pit
Z. food supports for 

bench Feet

After Hall, 1944, p. i0

HOUSE A, SITE 1, G-0 VERNA DOR, NE.Y MEXICO
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Figure 9

/

B . Banouette 
F. Firepit 
G-. 4sh pit 
H. Holes in floor 
N. Niche 
P. Posts 
S. Slpapu
V. Sub-floor ventilator 
X. Stones in floor 
Z . Old ground level

ish  p i t )

z. /'

Ni

2 4 6
Feet

A.D. 815

After Roberts, 1939, p. 210
KIVA 3, WITKWATSB, ARIZONA
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Figure 10

3.
#.
F.
3.I.
P.
S.
V.
w.
X.
Y.z.

Bench or banquette 
Clat
deflector
Fireplt
Old lailer pit (ash pit)
Ladier pole depressions
Roof sunnort posts
Sipapu
Ventilator
Metate
Adobe ridge
Pot rest
Poles for reinforcement

"O 2
Feet

A.D. 645 

After Roberts, 1939, P» 181
KIVA A, WHITEWATER, ARIZONA
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Figure 11

/ Y

n *

Y /-

A. Recess
B . Bench
9. Deflector 
a. Ash pit 
N. Niche 
V. Ventilator
X . Post socket
Y. Present ground level

0 2 4 61 * A |
Feet

Late Pueblo I 

After Beals, 1945. p. 69

KIVA, BLACK MESA (Site RB-1008), ARIZONA
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Bench
Flrepit
Roof support posts 
Tunnel to room 
Ventilator 
Steps

Feet

Pueblo 1

After Roberta, 1930, p. 42
KIVA, PIEDRA AREA, COLORADO
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CHAPTER it :i
- : . 3 , f - - : :  : :■ :
EZVA FEATURES . . . .

:-u

A kiva is defined arohaeologically, by the writer, as
a room showing no indications of secular use possessing a 
ventilator, a fir ep it with an overhead hatchway i and "one or 
more of the following features: deflector, ashpit, sipapu, 
bench, platform, recess, wall niche (s), loom anchors, and 
either subterranean or ground level placement. The discus
sion of each feature in this chapter is based on information
gained from a study of the chart on page 80^ Although this 
chart illustrates the widespread use of similar features 
the variations of these features in-any given ideality is 
so great that only two types of kivas -are recognized by 
the v/ritef. These ftypesi the round arid the rectangular, are

■ • 1 av..;.v cc  ■:u ;■ Ci,-"..I'Cr .
based on form.l -v  c : I ;. f v.ic -cl:;-' C'' c o r  Ir.lnty , cl::-:i-

:. u  - Age : l. :.Vv. .:.i

The■transition from pithouse to’ kiva extended over a - 
considerably long period of time. Certain pithouses belong
ing to the late Basket Maker III period, or its equivalent, 
have .been excavated-v/hich show a stylized floor plan posses
sing symmetry and definite patterns in the relationship of 
features. These early transitional structures, or proto- 
kivas, are widely scattered throughout- the pueblo area in
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the Southwest. :
Roberts excavated a kiva in the Piedra area of Gol©-

rado (Fig. 12, p. 43) belonging to the local.Pueblo I:period2
(no absolute dates were available for this structure) . He
also exeavated structures in Sbabik* eshohee, in Chaco Canyon,
datii^ in the Basket Maker III period that possessed fea-

' ' • ■ ■ 3tures of a kiva yet still retained evidence of a habitation.
Hall excavated kiva-like structures dating, by tree-ring
material, from A.D. 783 to 8?2 (Figs. 7 and 8, pp. 38 and 

439). Roberts excavated a transitional "kiva" at Whitewater,
Arizona, dating, again by tree-ring.material, A.D. 845•

5This structure, as Roberts w o t # $ ; -V;.
... contained a number of interesting features and 
is the first of the underground structures thus 
far considered to exhibit most of the character
istics of a ceremonial chamber. The structure had 
two distinct phases with a marked difference in ; 
certain constructional elements in each. As far 
as this locality is concerned, Kiva B probably 
marks the transition stage in which there was a 
definite shift from the older pit-type dwelling 
to the strictly ceremonial chamber.
It can be stated, with a fair degree of certainty, that 

the kiva had evolved, in the more progressive areas at 
least, by the close of the eighth or the early part of the 
ninth century.

1

1. Of. Chapter ill, Kiva Origins, ante.
2. Roberts, 1930, pp. 41-50. .
3. Roberts, 1929, pp. 62-90. Of. Fig. 3, P. 26, ante.
4. Hall, 1944, pp. 8-14• ' ^ . \v;:
5. Roberts, 1939, PP* 207-209. .
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Location ■ :

; The earliest kivas were all located in a semi-isolated
1area or in what could be called a plaza area. As house 

types became more and more clustered into large composite
structures, the kivas were built In open court areas and in

v;: .v.: \; . 'N: ' v: \ _ .... '"n-;. ,2 l;-: v 5.!":
some instances into the house cluster itself.

v:.'•. v. 1 - ’ ; , / , ' ; "{.x X: : re - :  :.y v
With the adoption of the rectangular shape for the

hr:':'. * h t- : :: . h'hvh . r:-; . : : v
ceremonial rooms in certain localities it became possible to

' r ' hh- v . '  : r h lh .- .  :..:V'L -r-.
incorporate such structures into the house cluster in such
a manner that, except for certain kiva features, they are 
difficult to distinguish from secular rooms. The inhabit
ants of the north central part of Arizona, in the Eayenta 
area, were among the first to construct kivas of rectangular 
shape and as an integral part of the pueblo; this occurred
during the thirteenth century. Betatakin and Kitsiel (Bet

' ;h.:- :i h-T h ;% hy, r -• :h . .. • , : 3 h-: ̂ h=:h--
Seel) have excellent examples of such structures.

Although there has been a tendency for investigators to 
state that they believe the Zuni kivas became incorporated 
within the house cluster because of repression by the early 
Spanish authorities, the writer believes that as this trait 
was not new when the Spanish first contacted the Zuni, the 
latter merely adapted this form of kiva to replace the 
older, more isolated; round, and square or rectangular

l. For an example of this see Roberts, 1939, pp. 311-323. 27 Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon is a good example of the 
large compound structure with kivas in the court 
yards. Round kivas in square rooms are found in Cliff 

. Palace, Mesa Verde, Kiatuthlanna, and other sites.
3. Cf. p. 117, post.
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structure. The pressure exerted by this outside group may 
have hastened the adoption of this form. ^

Size and Shape
There is some variation in the size of kivas from area 

to area. For example, the smallest kiva known Is that in
Ruin 4, Kayenta area (Fig. 53, p. 149) which is almost square1 ■ • - ,
and but 7* 4" across both axes. One of the largest kivas,

... . - - : - 2 
of the square type, is Kiva 2 at Kuaua. This kiva measures
31* 1" on its longest side.

In each site some variation is found. Cliff Palace in
Mesa Verde has 23 kivas of the round type. The diameters of

3
these kivas range from 9* 6” to 13* 8". Thirteen kivas, 
also of the round type, were excavated by Brew at Alkali 
Ridge, Utah, the smallest of them being 131 6W in diameter 
and the largest 18* 6". One kiva with a modified reotanu- 
lar shape measured 17* 6** by 20* at the same site. Kivas 
excavated by Morris in the La Plata area also show this 
range in size, as do those in the Chaco Canyon district.

The rectangular or square kivas of the western Pueblo 
country have as much variation in size as do the round 
kivas of the eastern area. There has been no extensive ex
cavation carried out in any one site in the west. The 
nearest approach to such an excavation in this western area

1. Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, p. 38*
2. Tlehey, 1938, p. 74.3. Measurements taken by the writer.
4. Brew, 1946, pp. 204-205.



is now under way at Point of Pines, Arizona. Four kiras 
have thus far been excavated that range in size from 13* by 
14* to 1$* by 16* 8". All four kivas belong to the same cul- 
tural horizon and date approximately A.D. 1400.

No general differentiation in size can be found when 
the time span of kiva development is considered as a whole. 
Examination of this site or that one will show variations,
but sites usually cover only one or two phases or periods 
• •: I::;: -v: h:-; •of development. As one examines the complete picture of de
velopment, such variations fade almost completely. There is

. ■■ ■■■■ ' - v::- V.,- .u,:' i lh:- i - .a possibility that as evidence accumulates with added ex
cavations some modification of this statement may be neces
sary.

Almost every conceivable deviation of round, square, 
and rectangular shapes has been found in kiva construction.
It must be remembered that as a rule shape is no criterion 
for identification. Each site has kivas that tend toward 
the same shape, and that is all. Much has been written 
about the lack of circular kivas among the Hopi— so is there 
a lack of any type of circular structure. Round kivas are 
found, for example, in Mesa Verde— so are round towers and 
round secular rooms. Thus if shape is employed for kiva 
identification, local conditions of each particular site 
must be kept in mind•

1. A description of these kivas is given in Chapter VI, 
pp. 112-151.
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The origin and development of the circular kiva has 
been reasonably well established, but the rectangular kivas 
still offer much of a-problem. In the San Juan area, where 
the round kivas reached such a high peak of development, 
rectangular kivas are almost unknown. There are semblances 
of such structures in localities such as Mesa Verde. The 
lower kiva at Spring House is an example. One kiva in Cliff
Palace; Eiva "0", which was first describedcby Nordenskiold 
as Kiva 44 (Fig. 28, p. 101) is half round and half square;

A ,  V.- f:.- ; - : v V  r c . r" ,1U;. v;
the bottom half ofqthe kiva (from the banquette to the 
floor) is round:but.the upper half (that part above the ban
quette) , is square. Five large niches are located-in the 
walls beneath the banquette, and a ventilatorshaftruns to
the south and up inside the kiva wall;

.C I.'

This

In the Natural Bridges area, Utah, a .recently discov-
Vv'V:" r\ :ered kiva (Fig. 26, p. .99) in a cliff dvTelling is rectangu

lar exceptrfor the southeastycorner-which is angular, 
kiva is almost perfectly preserved, including the ladder
projecting.out- of the hatchway.; rNo-absolute:dates are, 

v: -ir y ... .:.f:-.yv ■ :available for the structure, but it is tentatively placed
in the Pueblo III period.

In light of present evidence, it appears that round 
kivas were earlier and that rectangular kivas were developed 
later. Until more work is accomplished, the time of

2. Steen, 1937, Plate 6.
v.-j62. - ■  .ry;;' :v yy y-r-y '1

•  ̂ -- r- ’ ■ r . , • ■ ' " ( '• ' i.V:
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v ,  > -origin of the rectangular kiva will have to remain r mat-■ " i ■ ater for speculation,
; 1 Teirtces made ah■archaeological reconnaissance in the 
area of Navajo1 2 Mountain.in north central Arizona during
which he visited Betatakin and Eitsiel (Elet Seel). At the 
latter “site he found various types of structures: : " ■' --

The walled ihclosurea of Kitsiel are reduo-' 
ible to a few types of which the following may 
he distinguished:
1. Kiras j or circular subteiraneah rooms with a - 

large banquette on one side, the.walls being . 
generally broken down and without pilasters
or roof supports. ,

2. Kihus, or reotangular.rooms with doors on one. 
side, Mich having a low banky or ^deflector,* rising.from the floor.between the doorway and• the fire-hole. Instead of - this bank being rJ
free from the wall, as at Betatakin, it is

': 1 U generally joined to it oh one side; the floor 
^ : ..at the point of junction being raised slightly 

Above the remaining level. Smoke-holes are 
, ,. sometimes,,but not always, present ,in the,

roof. These rooms, like the circular rooms\ -
,. . are ceremonial in character. The only opening , 

in their floors that- can be" compared with the ; 
ceremonial aperture, or sipapu, is a shallow depression a few inches deep; The diameters 
of these openings are greater than in the ease of the sipapus in Cliff Palace kivas.2 -

Because of the lack of published material on these sites
no description, other than that above and a report on the 
Betatakin ruin (neither of these is detailed enough for 
analytical study), can be given.

1. According to available evidence, the writer believes two
'V possible areas hold;the answer for rectangular kiva
' origin: (1) North central Arizona east to the Four
;; : Corners area, including Mesa Verde, and (2) the Flag

staff locality.
2. Fewkes, 1911, p* 17• 3. Judd, 1930, pp. 1-77.
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i': r The Idea of i eonstrueting a:, oeremnlal ohaaber as: part 
of the house cluster had originated by the time Kitsiel was 
built and inhabited. The: construction dates for Kitsiel;
range from 1116 to 1286, and for Bet at akin; from 124-21 to , 
1277. i These are tree-ring dates based on the available1r
speeimensand may not cover thecentire: range; of construction 
and:occupation of .these- two pueblos, but certainly are with
in the .period of occupancy. r 1 ;
•-1 i : At Kin Tiel (Fig. 43, p; 124) definite early types' of
Hopilkivas were? excavated by Hargrave:which he dated; by2
tree-ring material, at 1276i Saury excavated akivaat
Plnedale (Fig. 42, p. 122) dating about 1300. Thlskiva is

. •part of a"house cluster with the floor only 10 cm. below
3that of adjoining rooms (a feature well known in Zuni kivas 

of today).
With such a widespread distribution at the close of the 

thirteenth century, the origin or transition period of the 
rectangular kiva must be placed somewhat previous to that

V'l u Jiv. : ;  , ' a:' "•?. ... C '? ' Y:':: ,
date. Only future excavation can determine what that date 
will be. .

: v  : > Direction of Axis
; The directional line of a kiva; is an imaginary line 

drawn through the^ventilator, deflector, firepit, and the -

1. McGregor, 1941, pp* 373-374.
2. Saury and Hargrave, 1931, p. 94.
3. Ibid.Tb.:52.:%



sipapu (if present). The ventilator side would be the
,.;3 C Q  v.;v - / o.:. - r y  v o r

pointing end of this line. This is true in the rectangular
kivas as well as, in the circular ones, even though the. longi " : ; ; u . v  - -:.Cr" %: . C J ~ rr, u y
axis of the room may be contrary to the directional line.

The ventilator is.normally located in a southeasterly 
direction. It has been found to be west of south as well as 
north of east. Aside from the kivas, in the cliff dwellings 
where conditions were beyond control of the builders, ven- 
tilators were never to the north or west. The reason this 
axial line should follow such a pattern has been lost in 
antiquity. Many theories are postulated about, this direc
tion, but none are applicable enough to be considered as 
having validity.

'/-.try ? :  ;.:rv-: iv  Depth "■ : : - L: - -v Cv. 1::

Depth is the distance that the floor is below ground 
level ori in the case of kivas incorporated within the house 
cluster, below the floor level of adjoining rooms.

The early pithbusesy the ancestral forms of the kivas, 
were generally semi-subterranean with the floor level about 
three to five feet below ground level. As the kiva evolved 
from this type of structure,none- of the architectural 
changes it underwent was the lowering of the floor level- 
until the structure was more of less completely imderground.

In some areas geological conditions imposed -
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restrictions as to the &eptk of the floor that were beyond 
the control of the builders^ In eertain localities hed ' •
rock was but a short distance beneath soil level. With only
stone tools, excavation-of an area large:enough" for a;kiva 
w s  almost ah' impossibility.- In some cases ̂ because-of this 
bed rook, kivas were constructed with the floors on the rook 
and as much of the kiva projecting above ground as was neces
sary for the desired height of the kiva roof. There are'' 
cases khown--in Square Tower"House in- Mesa Verde ̂ for ex
ample--where two walls were constructed about;one foot
apart and the intervening space was filled with earthen ma-: 
teriali These - eases may tie in with W i t  several-old Hopi 
Indians• have"said about the idea of being underground as 
very ancient and sacred to thern^ The center of the earth is
considered to be their original horn; thus, having the kiva
^underground"'would give them the feeling of being inside ‘ ■
Mother Earth. "A heavy, layer of earth on the roof and the
earthen material liner between the tub walls could have

/created the same effect.
Few generalizations can be drawn.concerning the depth 

of kivas. They were mostly at least semi-subterranean. 
Presentday kivas, both round and square, are built either.•, y.-; r. \ • •. ■; x,:.\ • : . L i'di
above ground or below, depending on the needs and desires 
of the builders. No differences exist, either for the round 
or for the square prehistoric kivas .in general depth.
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Vfall Construction ' ■
- Walls-of kivas were constructed In a manner similar to 

that used locally in the building ®f a house or some other 
structure. Building variations are so .widely spread that 
no generalization^ -other than the above, can be made,:-;
‘ There existed a tendency to:make a much less substan
tial wall than that found in thelhouses.t; Stones:were.poorly 
shaped'and poorly fitted.into the walls. /Plaster vwas evi
dently relied on to smooth out the walls and give them a 
pleasing appearance. At Hawikuh, for' examplein the rec
tangular kiva the masonry was extremely poor and plaster was 
applied so thick in places that pegs had to be driven into 
the walls for support. .1

At Point of Pines the masonry was but a veneer liner so
poorly constructed that no weight.could have been carried on
the walls.' One-of the kiirais, that in Ariz. W:10:48 (Fig. 47,
p. 140) i had no msonry -except in the platform facing. In:
this kiva, plaster was applied directly on.the native earth 2walls. -.vv-- 1 T-; i : ■ ; be .b,-

b:.-': ee r :-3 : be j.:, :y: ' "y.
Firepit and Ashpit

The most common feature in any kiva is the firepit, and 
it has been found in almost every conceivable form from 
well made masonry boxes to simple holes dug in the floor

1. see Hodge, 1939, P. 198.
2. This same condition was found at Kin Tiel. Of. p. 123,post.
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and: in one or fcwoccases to an area on:the floor whereon a 
fire was made. ,r.l- i u ' , 3 i i . : v ;
s 1:;: Both Tovmi. land; square, or rectangular, fIrepits are 
found in .all areas; . No coireiation dan he hade in relation 
to placing round firepits in round kivas and square-pits in 
square kivas.‘ Therejis no fast rule governing the shape or 
the size of the fireplt. . The only rulelthat could possibly 
be applied to firepits is to say that: they;are reasonably > 
well centered in the room; ,

Ashpits, small depressions or holes similar to the 
fireplt, are fairly common in the western pueblo kivas.

hU:?. LJ \ t;hv C C . U V -  ).;vu  ̂' V t:-: .-- %:
These pits are normally located between the fireplt and the 
ventilator opening. The deflector at times has been found 
to divide the two pits. No traces of fire burned clay or 
stone are ever found in an ashpit; it is purely for storage 
of ashes removed from the fIreplt. Several Hopi and Zuni
informants have told the author that fires in the kivas are

':Vi>i dcco‘crv:;:lo-K. ■ rr-:d' -- r,'.n
sacred and the ash from these fires is sacred also. It must::V X;;1. " I;':.-? , du'V , :■. an.: \
not be thrown out, but must be buried. This may be the rea-dvC.c ‘.a: : d:. . L.i and Xf'-'::nv. f 2. a v
son for keeping the ashes until the kiva is replastered and-‘111:;:v .y-.aca::::.dj-r r-.;yd v.-;-,- d'-yd % .y : :n; ' . a-" a d
cleaned,,which occurs at certain intervals in modern kivas. 
During these times a new fire is made after the kivas have 
been cleaned and replastered, usually by the women.‘dir a, : d.n:'d:.:a--dd::: rvy-vy. ydy d: ; (a -

Ashpits are almost unknown in the Mesa Yerde and Chaco
areas. They become more common toward the west. 1%at is dd- .y y. . . d . :d..-r-y-y -ay- .r.-d •" di r ; a - a  a
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oohsidered to be a variant of the asliplt was found at Point 
of PinesV These kivas hak shallow, well plastered depres
sions immediately in front of the ventilator openings. In 
one kiva, Site Ariz. W : 10:48 (Fig. 47, p. 140) / no depres
sion was found:hut there was a' definite ashpit, merely an 
addition to the firepit, but filled with whitewash and with
no signs of burning on the floor and walls. It is believed 
that the depressions represent a form of ashpit, although no 
ashes were ifound in any of them. : v/-

r.‘- v-- , :■
Piaster. . v; ... . ....

Like all the common kiva features, plastering of the 
wlls is a trait carried over from plthouse days. Masonry 
in kiva construction, as previously stated, tended to be 
less well laid than in other structures. Plaster, undoubt
edly, was applied to smooth out these walls and to lend a 
pleasing appearance to the kivas. . ...

Often decorations composed of .a wide range.of symbols 
such as zigzag lines, dots, figures, and so forth have been 
found on the walls. During 1849. Lieutenant Simpson made a 
military reconnaissance through the Southwest and stopped at
Jemez Pueblo for a short time. He wrote in his report that 
"On walls (of the kivas) were representations of plants,
birds,., and animals— the turkey, the deer, the wolf, the I.

I. ‘mis is the writer's Interpretation and is supported by 
- four cases only. Further excavation will prove or 

disprove this theory.



fox,' and the dog being plainly depleted. ” _
: Painted klvas are rather oommon in the Southwest.
There is a possibility that w m h  more of this kind ..of work 
was done than -is supposed, since in most oases the plast er
ing no longer adheres to the walls. Judging from modern 
kivas and rooms, the prehistoric structures must have been 
equally decorated^ t ui r ,, ,y. v;.: - ̂
:: Excellent examples of painted kiya walls can be found
in Painted Kiya House in - Mesa Verde (Nordenskiold1 s Ruin 9)

3which was excavated by- Pewkes; and was given that name be
cause of the two well painted kivas found in the ruin. Or
namented round structures were found in Canyon del Muerto ,v "• 4 ' ' '. ' - : • - • • ' . - ■■
years ago. The Snake Kiva in El Rito de Los Erijolee

5 6
(Fig. 27, p.100) , kivas at Aztec and Johnson Canyon are
other examples. T. : ,

Plastering was a f eature practiced wherever, kivas were
7constructed. Sometimes as many as 32 coats were applied. 

Each coat was often decorated by figures in various colors. 
(The actual work of plastering, attested by many investi
gators , is I done by the. women.)

- • , U

. ' t’lv■ . ‘j ::
.i-v or Roof Supports u;.

One of the first notable ~ changes which ocouffed in*the
'•U; .:

1. Simpson, 1850, p. 50.
3: :
4. Powell, 1886, Plate XXXV.
5. Hewett, 1909, p. 661.
6. Morris, 1921, pp. 120-121; 1919, p. 170.7. Of. p. 126, post.
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evolution of the kiva was the replacement of the root sup- 
port posts by pilasters located on the banquette;: . Whereas

.; : vV.yVv:: y.-. v n : V ; t':"
the old roof support postswere placed usually near the

:-r.. ':L.' : yL:. ' t :  u :-: *corners, the pilasters were against the walls, leaving the 
floor clear of such obstructions. . -r - -..

In the area drained;by. the San Juan River the general
ized kiva? had a circular floor plan with a banquette, about 
one foot wide andy three and a ;half!feet^ high, extending r x 
around.the outer margin of :the kiva. On this Mnquette were 
placed a number of masonry pillars which supported the 
cribbed roof.

This feature;undoubtedly had its origin.in the San Juan
area in Pueblo I times. O’Bryan excavated.a kiva in Mesa
Verde (Zig^ 14, pv 87} with masonry pilastera whioh dated ;
about 950.v Morris cleared a kiva in the La Plata area^
No. 7 in:Site 41, with four pilasters which he tentatively2
dated in late Pueblo I times. ; ; i ;; • • : •

Roberts has done much.excavation in early sites, and he
3has;discussed pilasters in the following manner: : ;

: In. the earliest of the semi-subterranean :
structures the main roof support posts for the 

i :  roof were set.in the floor some distance from the : 
walls of the chambers. As time went on, the posts 

■ were placed dmost, but not quite, against the wall.
A tendency for the weight of the superstructure 

i to push one of the posts out of alimement, towards

X. O’Bryan, manuscript in preparation.
2. Morris, 1939, pp. 88-89.3VRoberts, 1939, p. 35.
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- the wall, IM*to relAforelkg it with blocks of; 
atone and.mud plaster. From the first attempts 

- to construct aubh a brace h fairly gbc^ pillar - 
. was evolved and then it was discovered.that_the,, 

pillar Itself was fully cabbie of supporting c 
the roof and that the. wooden upright posts, were ....'I-. necessary.^'"''' ’■- : ; -:  ̂̂ !-

0 At ’Alkali Ridge;; wherethere was almost continuous oc
cupation from Basket Maker III to Pueblo III times, the pit- 
houses all have Internal roof support posts; and the kivas,
M t h  one•exception, ail have definite pilasters.' Although 
there is some evidence of this changej it does hot show the 
transition from post 16 pilaster as did that of-Roberts *
excavations; • ■ -V poleo -xdG p U-'-p-i
- The feature "of pilasters f5h roof’ suppdrts was confined 

to the Shhluan:area and nearby localities; Even in that 
area-hot -all the kivas had this type of supports." :15any: ex
ceptions are to be found in Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon; and 
other-sites.vL:::: ‘i:'"; Vv-. v-;;;:: ;:. : ;-u: .....
- The cribbed roof rested directly oh the pilasters in 

the following manner. ; Short timbers were "laid from one pi
laster to the next; a row of such timbers extended around’ :
the rbbmL The next layer of logs cut the angles of the"" 
first layer by having their ends resting in the centers of 
the first timers; The third layer of timbers cut the 
angles of the seconda-layerjr As the layers were added in

1. Brew, 1946* p.
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center of the room, Kivas in Mesa Verde with portions of 
their roofs still intact show four or fife layers of cribbed 
timbers with the flat part of the roof resting directly on 
these timbers. At Aztec, in one reconstructed kiva, the 
roof was so high that the cribbed portion formed a trun
cated dome.

At Blana, New Mexico, there was no masonry used in the
construction of the kiva (Fig. 37, p. 110) excavated by 2
Hlbben. The walls were adobe reinforced with poles within 
the thick wall. The roof timbers rested directly on the 
ground. The reinforcing poles undoubtedly kept the native 
earth from caving in under the weight of the roof.
- In the Kayenta area the roofs were supported directly 
on the masonry walls. This was true in the Hop! and Zuni 
areas as well. At Hawikuh four and possibly six pillars,

3located directly outside the kiva walls, supported the roof. 
This was felt to be the case at Point of Pines, although no 
direct traces of such pillars could be found. The thin 
veneer masonry walls at the latter site could definitely not 
have supported any weight. The margins of the kiva excava
tions had caved in when the kivas fell into ruin, and no 
traces of such supports were to be found.

Roof support posts set within the confines of the kivas

1. For illustration of this cribbing and early pilasters,
see Roberts, 1939, p. 51.2. Hlbben, 1937, p. 29.

3. Hodge, 1939, p. 200.
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have been found:in„Kiva A at;Unshagl (Fig. 38, p. Ill), Kiva
2;at Ruin 2 In the Kayenta area as well as-the kiva in White 

2 3 Dog Cave, : and Kivas r and 4 at Tiguex.- . Kiva B at Kiatuth-
4lanna had two sueh supports and three pilasters. Roof posts

were also used in Kiva A and in the kiva-in Unit 3 at Y/hite- 
5 : Haury also found posts used in the kivas. at Tusayan6

Ruin near the Grand Canyon (Fig. 21, p. 94). ;
It ean readily he seen that suoh posts.were not con

fined, neither were they concentrated, in any one area but 
have been found oeoasionally throughout the kiva area. The 
time range for the ir use: extends - from the very beginning of 
kiva development j from the earliest recognised* kivas; to 
Pueblo V times. : . { -.r::-:-; v r-' j ;

: r;
v:

Recess and Platform
In a study of the evolution of the kiva, one of the

: 1 V-most pronounced modifications was the change; in the southern 
ante chamber of the pithouse.% Brew, writing of this change, 
said: t .... ■-"

. For new above-ground houses seem to have re
moved the necessity for this room, and it has be
come very small or disappeared altogether, In 
the?oases where it is lacking, its place has been 
taken by a ventilator of similar construction to 
those in the earlier of the so-called "true , 
kivas." v, ‘
b

1. kelter, 1938, p. 44.2. Kidder:and:Guernsey, 1921, p. 23,
3. Tiohey, 1938,
4. Roberts, 1931, p. 97.
5; Roberts, 1939, pp. 181, 234.
6. Haury, 1933, p. 3. : v7. Brew, 1946, p. 207.
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The main floor of the plthousea vfas divided into two
areas by a low partition near the south mil. i This small- . ̂  ̂ .

southern area was normally used for storage space or for 
work. It has often been referred to as the "mealing sec
tion" or the "women’s section." Manos and metates are often 
found therein, and women supposedly* used them in their work. 
Roberts believes that this area in the pithouses gave rise 
to the recess and the platform in the kivas:

In a previous discussion of the partitioned- 
off portion of the pit house, the theory was ad
vanced that the compartment may have had some 
ceremonial significance in addition to its util
itarian purposes. Persons not taking part in 

U; such religious observances as were performed in , j the main portion of the room may have gathered in 
; n, the compartment where they could witness but

would not intrude upon the rites. Ah analogous 
v, •situation is described,in a report on a council 

held in an earth lodge at the mouth of the Platte 
v River in 1833•- The writer, J.T. Irving» observed 

that the passage was completely crowded with women 
c and: children watching theprogress of events with

in the structure. When it is recalled that the 
ventilator unquestionably was derived from and . 
represents a modified survival of an older passage- 

in way entrance, the parallelism becomes more ap
parent. In the same connection it has been sug
gested that the so-called spectators’ ;bench in 
the regular kivas of the Hopi Indians may repre- 

: sent a modified survival of the^compartment 
It should be pointed out, however, that there is 

; :: no chronological hiatus between the modern and
early forms, since many of the circular kivas of 

: ? f the; Developmental and -Great Pueblo periods have 
deep recesses or niches above the ventilator which 

i apparently fit into the compartment-spectators * bench sequence. There Is no reason why the pit
dwelling compartments could not have functioned 

: lb all of the ways outlined. They undoubtedly had 
utilitarian value,in the;beginning, or they would; I.

I. this is Roberts’ reference to his former work; see 
Roberts, 1929, p. 89.
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;not have been incorporates in the structure. In 
the later ceremonial chambers the modified aur- 
vival may well have served; only a r it nail at 1# -:
function ....1
The recess was constructed merely by deepening,, and 

sometimes widening, the bantuette between two pilasters.
The floor of the recess ;was normally at, the:same height as 
the banquette.;. It was this feature,;located on the south- 
easterly sidejof the -kiva, which gave the:typical Mesa Verde

; v.::-. ".' v:'.- v; ? -i-kiva its ^keyhole” shape. . ; ; r
.. th:.The recess is not.a general kiva feature in any area2except the Mesa Verde-Chaoe locality. At Alkali Ridge, 

with all its similarities tojMesa Verde, only two (possibly 
a third) kivas had recesses. A total of 14 were: excavated
at this site. In-the La Plata area, located .between Mesa - 
Verde and Chaco, this feature was found in only 50 per cent
ofthe kivas; excavated. The percentage is still less in the 
Chaco kivas. It has been;found.outside this area but only 
in isolated .instances. - ■ ~ - ‘ .. - r
L- The platform of the rectangular, or square, k i w  is the

western counterpart of the recess. This platform extended.
across one end or side of the room* andfnormally was high

3and fairly narrow in earlyday kivas. In the modern-Hopi
ceremonial rooms the platform occupies about-one-third of

r."¥oberis, 1939, pp. 25-26. ' j "
2. See Hodge, 1923, pp. 33-34; also Roberts, 1931, Plate 10.3. Of. Chapter VI. post;
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the total floor space and is about 30 ea. high. Mindeleff
described the typical Hopi platform in the following manner:
: The roof being finished, a floor of stone

flags is laid; but this is never in a continuous 
level, for at one end it is raised as a platform 
some 10 or 12 inches high, extending for about a 
third of the length of the kiva and terminating 
in an abrupt step just before coming under the 
hatchway, ... on the edge of the platform.rests.

- the foot of a long ladder, which leans against the 
, higher side of the hatchway, and its tapering ends,. 

project 10 or 12 feet in the air. Upon this plat
form the women and other visitors sit when ad- ^

- mitted to witness any of the ceremonies observed
7/.., 111 th® kiVa- r -7 ,

Banquette or Bench
A banquette, bench, shelf, or ledge is common to the 

entire kiva area in one form or another. - This shelf serves
as a display for fetishes and other paraphernalia during cer-

.................... . ..... 2tain ceremonies. The finding of various tools and other 
objects on this shelf is so well known that no more explana- 
tion is necessary as to its use; -  ̂ .

The bench, obmmonlf called banquette in the circular 
kivas where it extends around the outside periphery of the 
room, originated in the pithouse and was a well defined fea
ture long before the kiva evolved therefrom. !

The prototype of the banquette or bench was 
to be observed in the small shelf which was formed 
when the poles constituting the framework of the 
sloping upper walls were embedded in the earth 
back of the top of the slabs which lined the pit.3

r* Mindeleff, 1691, p. 121. -
2. Loo, oit.
3. So^erts, 1929, p. 84.
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u;:: In certain Hop t and Zunikiyas today spectators sit ton 
this bench during ceremonies-s© as itot t©disturb the floor
Of the klya. n.' LT -.X;:. r \ xvly iTx.v..;.:
0 ^  ".'X.-X : X:, -x:. i:X': 1 J - 1' 1 X X-'. ■■ X-'x',''Ventilator

The ventilator is another kiva'feature which underwent 
many changes during the early development of the kiva.
XxCr: COX? , Xx I x x  ' . x - i x x r 1; x Cx':: .These important changes have been previously confirmed in

1'' ':X.l c h  ' x : ::x: -v X : :lj', '■ v  ; 1 x  ̂x : -ix ^
many papers including this one. An example of how clearly
xvCi'VxfX .x ,x' • x-'v:.; V x  x ■ ' 1 r - x  x;_vX ::x
this change is now understood can be gained by reading
XC -.0 i., ■ V V. :-Xx x . :' x.XX . 2Roberts1 report on Shabik1eshohee Village. He describes

> ' x. ' : x : x r x  ■■ xx..’-: .. x % %x t  x.r x ; x x;.- x • ■ - :
in detail how a former entrance passage in a pithouse became,
■x' X'X' : X: . :: V. .'X.--.11 XCX'X X.:,X:: ;X: i. X.C 1 .. :\X X U x. -rt,by remodeling, merely a passage for bringing in fresh air to
t l x X X  x x i x  x. :;x..;x-'x r X X r x x ■ -:X‘.;.:v.- ■■ X r ■ -•'xxir X X v
the room. He placed the age of this structure in Late Bas
ket Maker III times• ^
Xxx-,:. '-XX X X  -vx^ ; vx:-; . x  x /  J :,'ix — . - x 'X vx ■ X X x X x v x i x x x .  xx-':'X..

Examples of the origin of the ventilator are shown in
' -: xv X X X',; r x  X' . • -.XX:- . X :-x: :  X X . XX :X xx  '  X : X X - X X -
pithouses of the Ackmen-Lowry Site 1, pithouse L at Alkali

XX X X: :  ' XxX. i  K X X X X  X XXxx-  ''X X . l x ,  ; XXXI 1 ,Ridge, and others. The change took place during the close
'.x' >-x:'-'x ■: x - 'x; :x:-xx;xx.- I'-, :x:x. x= 7. ' xx--x - 'xxx. xT ; - x x x -of the Basket Maker III and the beginning of the Pueblo I
•' ■•'i ' ' 1- -»■' 'Xx. -x ; / - ;xx!:x ' x  .periods. It can therefore be a feature which had already 
evolved as a well defined ventilator shaft before the pit-

-x": X X - X  .. ::ix. xxx:- : X: XX ., X x." -XX xx;-x.lv‘ x-x: xx^ : xxx-'X, xrx- x-:-house had itself changed into a kiva.
The ventllator is noticeably lacking in many; modern-xx

-  X .  X X  X x ~ x :  u x  X  x ; x :'Xx '-X'X : X, VXXt:i;x,XX‘X' X" X • : x x x i .  
_ " , ' - '•x--:x:x..-., XXX" XXX-: XX x - x x x  xxxxv-:-x: X XX.X- X - ’ x.’x1. or. p. 27, ante; l';.:: V:;:,xx... :-x- XX
2. Roberts, I9^7“ppi ;64r65. i • it
3. Martin and Rinaldo,;1939, pp. 342-349. x .4. Brew, 1946, p.,185.

X'XXC:
-XI
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HopI and Zuni kivasV In the early rectangular klvas of the
thirteenth to'*fifteenth centuries at Hawikuh i Plnedale, and
Point of Pines as well as at Kin Tiel, • which are early forms *
of the-modern'Hop1 and Zuni kivas, this feature has been
found to be?extremely small in size, 6& by 8” in Eiva 1j

1
AriziW?10:52- at Point of Pines, for•example. %ere have
been no deflectors, to the writer’s knowledge, found in •
kivas in which the extremely small ventilator is present.
Because the passage of air would be so limited, a deflector
could have been unnecessary. ^
-I --The first construction of a ventilator purely for air
passage was simple. A small horizontal tunnel was dug, at
floor level, extending a short distance outward to clear the
kiva wall. Another tunnel was dug vertically outside the
kiva (or house) wall down to intersect the horizontal shaft.
This type of simple tunnel-shaft M s  been found in many 16-2
ealities such as Alkali Ridge sites 7, 9, 11, 12, and 13,

3La Plata in Proto-kiva 13, site 33, and at Point of Pines 
in Pithouse 13, site 51. u l

For the most part, ventilators in kivas are built-in 
features, either partly or entirely of masonry. The roofs 1 2 3 4

1. Although the evidence is very slight, the author believes 1 there was a gradual reduction in ventilator size until
it ceased to exist. Hatchways were enlarged somewhat 
and probably the builders of kivas saw that the shaft 
no longer functioned because of its smallness so it 

_ was omitted in subsequent kiva construction.
2. Brew, 1946, pp. 131-202.
3. Morris, 1939, Figure 20.
4. Wendorf, unpublished manuscript.
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of .the shafts, the part over the horizontal section, were 
made either of large stone slabs or'of sticks placed closely 
together; both types were used in all parts of the kiva area. 
The horizontal part may open into the kiva at floor level, 
in the wall, or may be under the floor and open near the 
firepit. A number of shafts have been found large enough to 
allow passage through them by people of average size. For 
the most part, however, they are much too small for this. 
Quite often in the opening into the kiva, plaster or sticks 
have been arranged so that a stone slab, fitting into the 
opening, can close the aperture.

The ventilator was generally parallel to one of the 
axes of the kiva. Among the Western Pueblos it was not un
common for the shaft to skew off this axial line for some 
unknown reason. The theory has been advanced that the ven
tilator may have skewed off this line because a large roof 
beam rested on the spot normally occupied by the ventilator 
opening. This theory has but little validity, however, be
cause the hatchway would have to be above the firepit and a . 
roof beam across that portion of the kiva roof would have 
interferred with such an opening.

Sub-floor ventilators have been found "in areas wherein
the Great Kivas were known and highly developed. Kiva B a.t1
Whitewater (Fig. 9, p. >0), Kiva C at Lowry (Fig. 29,

r.ltoberts, 1939, p. 210.
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1p.102), the three kivas in Sun Temple, and Kiva V in Cliff
Palace in Mesa Verde as well as various kivas in Chaco Canyon 

2
have them. - .' \ P:-'.,--:-- v.

It is interesting to note that not only are sub-floor 
ventilators found in the areas of high development of the 
Great Kivas, but also that the floor plans of some of the 
small kivas are far more complex in those localities. For 
example, Hodge excavated kivas in a site near Zuni with 
floor plans so identical that only size and location dis
tinguish them from the Great Kivas. O’Bryan cleared a kiva 
on the mesa top near Square Tower House in Mesa Verde with a
large sub-floor cist similar to the Great Kiva vaults lo-

4oated west of the firepit (see Fig. 14, p. 87) •
In summary, it can be said that the ventilator, purely 

for the passage of air, had evolved by Late Basket Maker III 
or early Pueblo I times in the San Juan area as a functional 
part of the pithouses. After the kiva was fully developed 
and the complex spread with the migrations of the peoples, 
the ventilator, as ah integral part of the kiva complex, re
mained a part of it no matter what form the kiva took.

. Deflector . . .. ?
"Prayers are said and an offering, placed on the altar,

1. Martin, 19)6, p. 45* ■ ' ' • -2. Personal observation by the author.
4. O’Bryan, manuscript in preparation. ', -. VV
3. Hodge, 1923, Frontispiece.
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1is made to the gods for protection in this new life." -
Deep pithouses were the structures in which the deflec

tors, like the ventilators, were first used. Roberts, ..........
' 2 ' .......................

speaking of these survivals, wrote:
: Although the question of survivals in the es

sential features of the kiva construction has been 
confined to a consideration of the houses of the Late Basket Makers it must be borne in mind that 
the latter structure owes much to older dwellings 
and it is quite possible that, as Nordenskiold sug
gested, many of the characteristics go back to the .... 
days of the nomadic hut.
It is known that the deflector was a well used trait 

during late Basket Maker III times and that it originated 
somewhere in antiquity during a time and in a place not yet 
known. ' ' " ' '

With the ventilator aperture in the wall, a strong 
down draft would have resulted at times. In order to pre
vent the inrushing air from blowing directly on the fire, a 
stone slab was set in the floor between the aperture and the
fifepit. This slab also divided the air around the walls of

' ' " hr : . .. ....the room. Experiments in reconstructed kivas at Mesa Verde 
have proven the value of the ventilator and the deflector.

Often called "altars, .* "the deflectors have been found 
in many forms of construction. The most common form is

T T W .  p. ii, ante. • : o ; _
2. Roberts, 1939, p. 90.
3. Morris1 work in the La Plata, Roberts' work at Shabik*-

eshchee Village, Martin's work at Ackmen-Lowry, and 
Brew's work at Alkali Ridge, as well as many isolated 

. examples in literature, all show this feature. 
k'. Roberts, 1929. p. 29. ' ,, ... : ^ .
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merely a atone slab set in the*floor somewhere between the 
fir'epit and' the ventilator. Another moderately common form 
of deflector is a masonry block or wall. A thick deflector 
could have served the purpose of an altar in ceremonies, but 
it does not seem probable that a thin slab could have been 
so utilized. If this feature was used as an altar, it must 
have been in kivas with broad masonry deflectors. Slab de
flectors were the first known and used; they are the prev
alent form found in western kivas while masonry was used 
throughout the Mesa Verde, La Plata, and the Chaco areas. 
Adobe ridges for deflectors have been found in all parts of 
the kiva area. Wattle construction was used but very 
rarely; a good example can be seen in Oak Tree.House in Mesa 
Verde. .; ̂ ’ ; . ̂''.., '; : ^ - V  ' v . * ■ : : ■ V

A deflector variant has occurred in areas wherein the 
masonry form was used. In these cases the deflector often
took the form of a wall either going partly or completely

>- - - - .? l - 1 ' ' <1̂ •* "

across the kiva, forming a low partition.

■ ' ‘ ‘ Slpapu ' ' ' ■' ' ' : :
The sipapu, perhaps the most controversial kiva feature, 

has probably appeared more in literature than any other fea
ture, yet is the least understood of all. The other features

1. In wattle construction, sticks are placed upright in the
floor and a heavy coat of plaster is applied on both sides.

2. Observation by the author.
3; For illustration see floor plan of Kiva 14, Building XVI, 

Site 41, 'Morris, 1939, p. 107.
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are manifestations of functionalcultural traits but the 
symbolic (according to etTanological stMies} sipapu is a man
ifestation of a non-material trait.

According to modern ethnological studies
the presence of a sipapu or sunken altar (at 
Acoma) contributes to sanctity, as do the-wall - 
or beam paintings or even those handprints in the 
plaster which express a desire to grasp at the 
clouds and bring rain.l

The Kaohlna society at Laguna, and elsewhere, is directly 
associated with the sipapu in the following Banner:

Kachina have general shrines, as at Laguna or 
on First Mesa, but chiefly Kachina may have a ;
private shrine, so to speak, like Chakwena Woman 
of Zuni and First Mesa. A low slab-built shrine 
stands in the court, the Middle, of most Hopi 

■ ; towns, and such a shrine stands at the site of old 
Zuni, the "middle place" called Hepatina. (Any 
ruined site to which migration legend attaches will 
contain a shrine.) Hepatina contains a jar into 
which water is poured ritually, so Hepatina may be . 
a sipapu like the waterjar sipapu placed in Hopi • - ' fields. : - : / :
The Pueblo court contains a sipapu or "pit shrine"

which pueblo people consider to be the most sacred spot.
It represents a connection with the lower world and the place
of "emergence." The main court at Zuni has a permanent hole
for prayer feathers where "one of their patron gods went
down into the earth." .

Prayer-sticks or feathers deposited in the 
kiva sipapu (or in the outer-wall cavities) are 
gathered up by the War captains and deposited in 
the outlying shrines of the Decorations, where : 1 2

1. parsons, 1939, p. 144.
2. Ibid., p. 309.
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hunters also deposit their prayer-stieks (Acoma)
V... In the slpapu which was covered with a eir- 

- oular slate diskl were found small stone beads 
and two bits of turquoise.2
Myths in Acoma state that the kiva as a whole repre- 

sents Shipap, the place of Emergence, as well as parts of 
the Universe. Parsons thought that the myths possibly re
ferred to the Chief Kiva which is the only one with the 
resonance pit.

Among the Hopi in front of the fetishes, sand paintings 
are made which may be over and around"the slpapu.

A plank resonator, the so-called foot drum, is used by 
Pueblo Indians in their courts and kivas. Medicine men at 
Acoma dance on this drum to get their power. A Walpi kiva 
has a pit about a foot square in the kiva floor and covered 
with a wooden plank five or six feet long. The plank is per
forated over the pit and its opening is closed by a plug. 
Performers dance on this slab. At Zunl the Scalp chief 
secretly digs two excavations in the court which are covered 
with boards. The Shake girls dance on these boards during 
the Scalp ceremony. The dance on the foot drum is to com
municate with the spirits living in the underworld.At ' 
Oraibi the Snake priest dances on the plank after he has 
sprinkled it with meal, trying to communicate with his

1. Parsons was referring to Roberts, 132, Village of Great
Kivas, Plate XHa.2. Parsons, 1939, pp. 309-310.3. Loc. cit.Z^ld., p. 356.



supernatural patrons for whom he has placed prayer sticks in
the cavity. r: ..."

At Zuni^ at the close of the Itiwana ceremony "the
altar in He*iwa kiva is dismantled, and the crier chief of
the Kachina society deposits the meal-from the painting in2
the sipapu of the kiva." :

The above examples show how the sipapu'is used in
modern ceremonies. Almost every important ritual concerning
the gods living in the "Underworld” or every rite depicting
emergence from the earth makes use of the sipapu. Among the
Hopi certain clans have a sipapu for use in particular oere- 

3monies. - . - . ■ -, = ■ x..; - :-.v-
In the Jalisco area of Mexico, the Goro-Hulohol tribes

are much like the Hopi and Zuni. In the court or god house,
the Huichol sipapu is under the fireplace. Huiehol spirits
emerge from the sipapu wherein offerings of food and drink

4are made. ■ ' : . •
The sipapu was not a standard feature in Pueblo II and 

Pueblo III times. Hopi Indians have said that only certain 
rituals involve the use of a sipapu, and if a kiva society 
performs those rituals then the sipapu will be present, but 
if the society using the kiva does not need a sipapu, there 
will be none in the kiva. The assumption that this feature

1. Ibid.;2. Ibid.,
3. Ibid.,
4. Ibid.,
5• Cf. pp

p p .  383 - 3 8 4 .

P. 579.P* 870 e
PP. 1012-1013 * 2-3, ante.
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oan be traced-back to pithomses and that the.prehiatorio al-
papu could have had much the same meaning as the modern one

1seems to be logical.
:The historic sipapu has been described as having vari

ous forms and locations— forms that range from mere pits 
or holes to large cavities covered with planks. The very 
same thing can be said of the prehistoric sipapus. The res
onator type of sipapu has been found in the prehistoric site 
of Point of Pines. Of the four kivas so far excavated three 
had large cavities, two of which were huge; they had been 
covered with either stone or wood. These kivas were con
structed about A.D. 1400, and are the earliest of this par
ticular type definitely known to the author.

No difficulty is encountered in tracing the sipapu" 
architecturally back to early pithouses. The transitional 
houses that show certain klva features are common to all 
areas of occupation during those times. One of these struc
tures, possessing symmetry and simplicity of floor plan, was 
excavated by the author in Mesa Verde (Fig. 5, p. 36). The 
pithouse, dating 700-705, had a large cavity in the normal 
position immediately behind the fireplt on the directional 
axial line that was filled with sand. The structure had 
burned, and charcoal dust had been washed into the sand;

1. Brew, 1 M ,  p. 211. . : ,
2. See Chapter VI, pp. 112-151. . . ,3. Smiley, 1949a,?p. 170. : .
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otherwise it was rather free of foreign material. ; A  similar
structure possessing far mre-floor features was excavated

1
by Martin at the Ackmen-Lowry site in Colorado. Earlier
pithouses excavated in Mesa Yefde also contain the sipapu 2
feature, . The origin of the sipapu is not as yet known/ 
Houses, other than those excavated to date, will have to be 
discovered and studied before the full story of this feature 
can be told,

V'-.,; Floor Pits ! '-'V.::
Almost any pithouse will contain one or more floor 

pits for storage purposes. There can be no doubt that these 
pits were carried over into the klvas and utilized for the 
same purpose. Common to the entire kiva area, floor pits 
were far more detailed in localities of the Great Kiva com
plex (Fig. 17, p. 90) where they reached such a high develop-

3ment that they could be rightly called sub-floor vaults.
In the kivas at: Acoma, a rectangular pit north of the fire- 
pit contains a hole in the bottom. Through this symbolic 
opening it:is believed that the ancestral mother of these 
people passed on her way to this world. During certain cere
monies concerning this ritual, dances are held on the planks 
covering this vault to produce a deep booming sound essential

1. Martin and Mnaldo, 1939, p. 380.2. Lancaster and Watson. 1942, pp. 190-198.
3. See Roberts, 1932, Fig. 7, p. 52 and Fig. 10, p. 68;

also Hodge, 1923, Frontispiece.
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to the proper obserranees of the rites. There might be 
confusion here between floor pits and the sipapu, but, just' 
as in the pithouses where several floor holes could serve as 
a sipapu, so might they in the kivas.  ̂ ---
 ̂ Small sub-floor pits were very common and usually used 

for storage purposes of colored sands, fetishes, and pos
sibly other paraphernalia;

Loom Anchors .
The Pueblo Indian men do the weaving. What then could 

be more natural than to find evidence of weaving in struc
tures occupied by men? In fact, no direct evidence of loom 
anchors, to the author * a knowledge, has ever been found in 
prehistoric sites outside the kivas (some exception might be 
made to this as loom blocks have been found in structures and 
areas not of kiva nature).

Loom anchors for upright looms took various forms. A
common method among the western Pueblo peoples was to burn
or drill U-shaped holes at various intervals in a log. This
log was buried beneath the floor, with only the part exposed
that contained these holes. The loom, assembled between two
bars, one suspended from the celling and the other from the
floor, was then stretched and anchored to the sub-floor 2
beam. 1 2

1. Roberts, 1932, p. 59.
2. Mindeleff, 1891, PP. 132-133.
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Another common practice was to bury parts of a twig 
loop, or of woven material, in the floor, leaving enough ex
posed to anchor the loom. A widely used type of anchor was 
made by drilling holes in stones and imbedding the stones in 
the floor. A ; stick could then be run through the loop in the 
loom, then put. in the hole and twisted to .give a firm anchor." 
Such holes are usually found in a row parallel to, and not 
far from, one of the walls of the kiva. ; '

Loom blocks about 8 inches wide,8 inches high, and 16
inches long, with a hole drilled in one.end, are found scat-

K: •:tered throughout the western Pueblo area.
- 1

Niches, located in kiva walls or in the face of the . 
platform, are. common wherever kivas are found. The ethno
logical interpretation for.these niches, according to Mlnde-

1 . ' ... 'leff, is i;

Wall Niches

•::
Other little apertures or niches are con- , : ....;.structed in the side walls; they usually open over 

the main, floor of the :kiva near the. edge, of, the 
dais that forms the second level, .... These are 
now2 dedicated to any special pumose, but are 
used as receptacles.for small;tools and other or
dinary articles.
Roberts* excavation in ^The Village of the Great Kivas 

uncovered many niches in the kivas. He defined them thus: !

1. Mindeleff, 1091, p. 122. , .
2. The author believes that this "now" is a typographical

error and that it should read, "These are not dedi- 
vr'y.’-oatba-;..;."-
3. Roberts, 1932, p. 60.
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; Smaller niches are frequently found at this 
side of klvas, but construction as extensive as 
that in Kiva A la rather rare. The Hop! klvas of . 
the present day have them and they also form a 
feature in the Acorn chambers. Among the Hop! 
they are called the Katcina klhu or house of the 

•Katcinas (Roberts was referring to niches on the 
north side of the structure). During ceremonies 

, certain masks are placed in them .when.not in user , 
by the dancers. The Acoma explanation is that 
such niches represent the door of the northern, : 
eastern, and western mountains, of the Sun and : 
the Moon. When prayers are offered up to the 
deities of those regions the supplication is made 
into that opening. Also, when the spirits of the , 
gods enter or leave the kiva they do so through

: the same "doorway. ** Similar niches are often -. .
found at other sides of the ceremonial chamber,

 ̂ but they are not considered as important as that 
at the north and serve only as repositories for 
minor objects, such as paints, pipes, and.small implements.!
Quite often niches are sealed and plastered over so that 

unless a careful examination of walls is made these niches 
may be overlooked during excavation. . , •

The niche is a feature carried over from pithouse 
times and is used for storage purposes in the klvas. It is 
widespread, covering-the entire kiva area. No definite rule 
for location of it within the kiva can be discerned.

Uncommon I'eatures . ,
Features other than those described have been found in 

klvas, but they have no general distribution over the area. 
Tunnels, such as the one connecting Klvas A and B in Cliff 
Palace, Mesa Verde National Park, the one connecting the

1. Loc. cit.
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kiva and the secular room at Piedra (Fig. 12, p. 43), and 
the one at Riana (Fig. 37, p. 110) are rarely found. Stepped 
passages from kivas to adjoining rooms are found in Mesa 
Verde and in Chaco Canyon ceremonial rooms, hut are not com
mon enough to he considered as kiva features. Ceremonial
burials have been found in kivas at Black Mesa (Fig. 16,

„ 1 2 p. 89) and Point of Pines.
Jars buried in the floor, caches of turquoise or other 

objects have been found under pilasters, sub-floor grooves 
which are unexplainable, and many objects designated simply 
"ceremonial" for lack of a better term are a few examples 
of features which may be encountered but which are not at 
all common and do not form part of the kiva complex.

A comparison chart of pithouse and kiva features is 
given on page 80. The structures are grouped according to 
geographical location and are as detailed as possible. The 
meaning of the symbols used in the chart is as follows:
% - the feature is present *
M - the feature is modified from its true meaning; for ex

ample, under the heading of Square Shape, M might mean 
that the shape was essentially square but round corners were present

P - feature present in part. For example, part of a wall 
might be masonry and part native earth

J or JU - pottery jar or pottery jar neck
? - indications of the feature exist but certainty is 

impossible.
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‘ CHAPTER V

ROUND KIVAS

It has been the custom to picture a round subterranean 
structure possessing a sipapu, a firepit, a deflector, a 
ventilator, and a banquette whenever the term "kiva” was 
applied to a room. The early literature dealing with ar
chaeology was written primarily about areas where the round 
subterranean kiva was common.

Several of the early writers did take note that not all 
kivas were round, and they attempted to make some typing of 
those structures to clarify the use of the term. Mindeleff 
wrote much about the Hop! kivas, Cushing wrote of the Zuni 
structures, and Fewkes saw, by 1911, some confusion growing 
because of the diversity in kiva plans; hence in his report 
on the work in Cliff Palace in Mesa Verde he wrote;

The word "kiva" is restricted to subter- 
ranean chambers, rectangular or circular, in which 
the secret ceremonies are or were held, and the 

• term "kihu" is suggested for ceremonial rooms
above ground. The five kivas at Walpi are examples 

. . of the true kiva, while the Flute chamber may be 
called a "kihu." .
Needless to say, Fewkes1 arguments were never adopted,

X. Mindeleff, 1891, pp. H l - 137.
2. Cushing, 1883, pp. 344-364. ,3. Fewkes, 191I, p. 48, note "a."
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and the term MkihuM Is restricted in use in the literature. 
True kivas, as has.been proved, are found above ground as
well as below the surface.; ■ . "■ - .

A round kiva is defined, by the writer, as any structure
having some semblance of a round shape, showing no signs ofr . v r c - v ,  '-: r: iv u;:, ‘: - ’ ■  ̂ ' y  i c/:.
domiciliary use, possessing a ventilator, a firepit with an 
overhead hatchway, and one or more of the following archl- 
tectural features: deflector, ashpit, sipapu, bench, plat
form, recess, wall niches, loom anchors, and subterranean or 
ground level placement . f- They -may :be* isolated or in the plaza 
area, or they may be constructed within a-room in the village.

3-3.L'V3 .. u r > ] ) 0 ;  "V •: : 2.3 '.C'

As previously statedthe earliest kivas were rounded.3; . ;.vv3v:: '-3.33: 3:-.:. L'. 33 3 n;.: .. y, 3 o- ,3

in shape and have been located in areas scattered throughout
' ' y ; '  , : - ' ' 3 ^ ' • ; 3 ' •3 . -r--. . . y " r 3 3  : ■

the Basket Maker-Pueblo area. The origin of the circular
3:3 33- 3' 3 33: v:: --yyr 3,.:. r . ;V3- : 3 3,.; . ,333,. -

kiva is fairly well known today.3 3 3 3 3  33' V ; 3- .,33 3 3 .,3. 33, 33' '33 33', : 3'r' ,3 -
The small round kiva originated somewhere in the San- 3 3,3 .3 -33:; ;3333; 3 -33 -.-v. . 33:.,3.3- 33 '3' , 333: . 3. 3 3

Juan area during the eighth or ninth century. It developed-3333 3  3: 3 3, 333. • 3 3 ---3 33r" 3:333 33':. 3,33-3 3 33, 3-3 3-
directly from thepithouse and its associated architectural
^ • 3  .3 33. ,..-33 ■ ’ .'33 •..3 .3 j 31 ... : .333 3:V33. 3 3  y: 3 3,3

features. There was no common architectural feature in the
,:3:333 33, - • 3' 3-33: 37‘ 3 33 "yi;;;,-:- 3-3, '. , 3

earlier years of kiva development that was unknown in the
3:-'33.3 3., 3,3,33 ...3, 3,3 : " -.’'- 3 .; 3-33,333:, 3 3 33

pithouse. Certain features did undergo some modifications, 
but in every instance those modifications were underway be-- 3 : - r - : -3. 3::. 3.3. v̂:.. 3 3 3. ..,3 ,333-
fore the structure ceased to be a pithouse.

Variations of these architectural features are found 1

1. Cf. Chapter II, pp. 44-80, ante.
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in every pithouee (the same is true for the kivas), yet eaeh 
locality tends.to have structures with similar architectural
f e a t u r e s .  v  v.' - . - v  . ...'. v .

„ For example, at Shabik * eshehee Tillage in CMeo Canyon,
Roberts found slabs were common as reinforcements at the

1base of the walls in the pithouses. Above this row of 
slabs was a narrow shelf. The sloping wall'timbers rested 
at the back of this shelf. v

Many of the kivas at Pueblo Bonito, in the 
Chaco Canyon, had a wainscoting of small poles 
lining the wall between the bench and the roof.
This unquestionably was a survival of the small 
poles which formed the sloping upper walls of the 
superstructure in the old houses. They had no 
utilitarian value in the kivas and were not even : 
apparent, as they had been covered completely 
with plaster.: For some reason, however, the 
builders of the kivas seemed to think that their presence was essential to the ceremonial houses.2
Roberts thought, in 1929, that one of the greatest prob

lems in the study of the development of the kiva was the re
lationship emd cause for differentiation between the Chaco

3Canyon and Mesa Verde forms. This differentiation is also
known in all areas, not just those of Chaco Canyon and Mesa
Verde. Kayenta oirdular kivas were quite different from
those of both Mesa Verde and Chaco Canyon. The Tusayan
kivas excavated by Haury near 1the Grand Canyon show:even more

4
differences. In the Flagstaff area, kiva development is

1. Roberts, 1929, p. 145.2. Ibid., p. 89.
3. TGIS.. p. 90.
4. Saury, 1933, pp. 22-26.



still an unsolved archaeological problem. The Padre Focus
pithouses (Fig. 19, p. 92) contain many features such as
ventilators, deflectors, banquettes, recesses, and possibly .,
sipapus. .These structures show, however, enough evidence of
habitation so that they have been classified as houses and 

1
not as kivas.

All available Information fails to indicate the exact 
locality wherein the true kiva originated. This information 
does show a rather gradual and widespread house development 
over the entire Basket Maker-Pueblo area. It also indi
cates that the "ceremonial complex" being used in the vari
ous regions made use of the local houses as places of cere
mony. It is only natural to assume that as the kiva evolved 
from the pithouse, the local deviations in house architecture 
would cause variations in kiva architecture from area to area

No attempt is made at this time to classify round kivas 
into various types, because the evidence is not exact and 
complete enough for each cultural region to warrant such a 
classification.

Figures 13 through 38 are supplementary illustrations 
of kivas excavated in various sites throughout the Pueblo 
area. The illustrations are in as nearly a chronological 
order as possible, with absolute dates (tree-ring material)

I. Colton, 1947, p. 131.
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being given where available. The diversified shapes and 
association of features shown in these Illustrations clearly 
indicate the reason why no attempt is yet possible to classify 
circular kivas into types.
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Figure 13

A.
Klva, ’Vingate, 11:60

A. Altar (antechamber)
B . Bench (recess)
G. Gist, clav lined 
D. Delfector
F. Firepit
G. Ash pit
H. Hole
P. Roof support posts
S . Slpapu 
V. Ventilator
X. Ventilator cover
Y. Timber on edge of ante

chamber
Z. Vetate

N
>

0 2 4 6I ' # '
Feet

A. A.D. 900
B. A.D. 975

After Gladwin, 1945, pp. 54 and 70

KIVAS, RED MESA VALLEY, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 14

G. Floor pit
D. Dismantled deflector slabs 
F. Firepit 
P, Pilaster 
V. Ventilator
X. Slab in floor of pit
Y. Ladder pole rests
Z. Ventilator supporting wall

0 2 4 6<___» ■___i
Feet

A.D. 950*

After O'Bryan. Manuscript In preparation
KIVA, SITE 1, MESA VERDE, COLORADO
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Figure 15

F. Firepit 
N . Niches 
P. Pilasters 
V. Ventilator

N
4

0 2 4 6

Feet
A.D. 1011-1045 

After Dutton, 1938, p. 20

KIVA A, Lh-YIT KIN, CHACO CANYON, NEW MEXICO



Figure 16

-xZot§0°aC>C.
Y f

^ o 0 0 O a S - ^

8  /

v «u «0p
^  6

3. Bench
G. Box, slab lined
0-1. Box with rabbit burial
C - 2 . Shallow pit
D. Deflector
F. Firepit
P. Posts
V. Ventilator
X. Grinling bin (?)
Y. Polished stone

0 2 4 6t i l l
Feet

A.D. 1087+

After Beals, 1945, p,50
K m  (Site RB-551, Taegl), BLACK MESA, ARIZONA
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Figure 17

/

A. Recess 
3. Bench
C. Cist (kitclna niche)
D. Deflector

]
j

S. Sipapu
V. Ventilator (sub-floor)
X. Floor vault
Y. Hole in floor of vault <2_ 2 J L J t

Feet
A.D. 1000-1030

After Roberts, 1932, p.53

KIVA A, VILLAGE OF GREAT KIVA3, ZUNI, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 18

Recess 
dench or 
banquette 
Gist filled 
In and seal
ed
firepit
Niche
Pilaster
Sipapu (?)
Ventilator
Sub-floor
tunnel

Feet

Pueblo II
2 4 6
Feet After brew, 1946, p. 142

KIVA, SITE 11, ALKALI RIDGE, UTAH
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PITHGUSE C

Figure 19

A. Recess (?)
B. Bench 
F. Fireplt
P. Roof support posts 
V. Ventilator 
X. Flat stone in floor 

(slpapu ?)
N
)

0 2 4 61 _&__i___i
Feet

Pueblo II

After Hargrave, 1933, p. 53

, SAN FRANCISCO MOUNTAINS (N • A . 1754), 
ARIZONA
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Figure 20

/

Klva, Site 7 Klva, Unit 1, Site 13

B . Bench N
0. Floor cist i
D. Delfector 
F . Firepit 
N. Niche 
P. Pilaster 
S. Sipapu 0 2 VO

V. Ventilator _ 1_ _ _ _ 1
Feet

A. Pueblo II
B. Pueblo III

After Brew, 1946, pp. 132 and 198

KIVAS, ALKALI RIDGE, UTAH
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Figure 21

r r "

B. Bench or banquette 
F. Flrepit 
F-l. Old flrepit 
H. Hole In floor 
P. Roof support posts
S. Slpapu 
V. Ventilator 
X. Ash under flrepit

0 2 4 6
i____ i_____ i_____ i

Feet

A.D. 1200
After Haury, 1933, P. 7

KIVA "A", TUSAYAN RUIN, ARIZONA
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Figure 22

A . Recess
B . Banquette 
D. Deflector 
F. Flreplt 
P. Pilaster
S. Slpapu
T. Tunnel
V. Ventilator
W. Edge of cap rock
X. Tower
Y. Underground room
Z. Klva

Z

4

0 2 4 6» « » -1
Feet

Pueblo III?
After Fewkes, 1921, p. 89

CEDAR TREE TOWER, MESA VERDE, COLORADO
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Figure 23

KIVA A, NEAR HAWIKUH, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 24

OP P-l

A. Antechamber or recess of 
old klva

D. Deflector platform (?)
F. Firepit
F-l, 2, . Flreplts to old klva
L. Loom anchors.
P. Roof post holes (?)
P-l. Post holes in old klva
S . Slpapu 
V . Ventilator
V-l. Old ventilator to new klva 
V-2. Ventilator to old klva N

0 2 4 6
Feet

Pueblo III
After Guernsey, 1931, p.

KIVA, GAVE 2 (NEAR KEET SIEL), ARIZONA
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Figure 25

Recess
Bench
Deflector
Niche
Ventilator

Feet

Pueblo III?

After Mindeleff, 1897, p. 186

PRINCIPAL KIVA, MUMMY CAVE, ARIZONA
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Figure 26
V

Kiva 2 Kiva 1

B.
D.
F.M.
P.
R.
S.
U.
V.
w.
X.
Y.
z.

After Steen, 1937, Plater 3 and

Bench (shelf)
Deflector 
Fireplt 
Original roof 
Roof support post
Klva Wall N
Sipapu
Cave wall ^
Ventilator
Roof beams
Ladder poles
Position of hatch
Upright slabs Q r 7 .

Feet
Pueblo III?

KIVAS, RUIN 8, NATURAL BRIDGES, UTAH
903196
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Figure 27

Large Gave KlvaSnake Klva

F. Firepit 
L. Loom anchors 
X. Upright post

0 2 4 6
Feet

Pueblo III?

After Hewett, 1938, fig. 60

KIV4S, EL RITC IE LOS FRIJOLES, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 28

N. Niche 
V. Ventilator

? 4 $

Pueblo III

After Nordenakloli, 1893. P.62|
KIV\ 44 ("0"), CLIFF PALACE, MESA VERDE, COLORADO
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Figure 29

A. Recess
B. Bench
C. Floor vault 
F. Flrepit
P. Pilasters 
S. Sipapu 
V. Ventilator

0 2 4 6
Feet

Pueblo III ?
After Martin, 1936, p. 45

KIVA 0, LOWRY RUIN, COLORADO



Figure 30

F. Firepit 
L. Loom anchors 
N. Niche 
V. Ventilator

4

i i « i
F eet

Pueblo III?
After Hewett, 1909, Fig. 116, p. 665

KIVA IN CERETCNIAL CAVE, TYUCNYI, NE.V MEXICO
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Figure 31

/ — /'

A.

Kiva, Savo3neech.ee 
Canyon

B.

Kiva, Marsh Pass

A. Recess
B , Bench
D. Deflector 
F. Firepit 
H. Hole In floor
S . Slpapu 
S-l, Slpapu(?)
V. Ventilator
X. Flat granite rock

i

0 2 4 6
Feet

Pueblo III?

After Kidder and Guernsey, 191S, pp. 22 and 65
KIVAS, MARSH PASS AREA, ARIZONA
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Figure 32

3. Bench 
D. Deflector (?) 
F. Fireplt 
H. Holes in floor 
L. Loom anchor 
S. Sipapus 
V. Ventilator

After Kidder and Guernsey

Ni

0 2 4 6« t 1 «
Feet

Pueblo III?

, 1919, P. 49

KIVA, MONUMENTS AREA, ARIZONA
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Figure 33

Kiva 1

A . Recess
B. Banquette 
G . Gist
D. Deflector 
F. FI repit 
L. Loom anchors 
P. Pilaster 
S. Sipapu (?)
V. Ventilator 
X. Xhallow depression

>

Feet

Early Pueblo III

4fter Brand etc., 1937, p. 76
KIVAS 1 AND 3, TESH SO, CHACO CANYON, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 34

Klva 2 Kiva 3

Rec ess 
Defl ector 
Fireplt 
Niche 
Slpapu 
Ventilator 
Wall of room

Feet

Pueblo III

After Roberts, 1932, pp. 78 and 81

KIVAS, VIILAGE OF GREAT KIVAS, ZUNI, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 35

a s

3. Bench
3. Deflector 
F. Fireplt 
P. Pilasters 
S. Sipapu 
V. Ventilator

0 2 4 6
Feet

Pueblo III 
After Brew, 1946, p. 108

KIVA, UNIT 1, SITE 1, ALKALI RIDGE, UTAH
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Figure 36

F. Firepit
P. Roof posts, primary 
P-1. Roof posts, secondary
X. Burial under floor
Y. Storage area (?)

0 2
Feet

No age given

After Judd, 1926, p. 33

KIVA-LIKE ROOM, BRADSHAW MOUND, UTAH
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Figure 37

x\T ^

O. Cist or slpapu 
D. Deflector
F. Firepit
P. Support posts in wall
T. Tunnel to room
V. Ventilator 
X. Adobe plaster

\

0 3 ^ 6
Feet

A,D. 1348

After Hibben 1 9 3 7 .  d . 2 9

KIVA, RIANA NEW MEXICO
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Figure 38

D. Deflector 
F. Fireplt 
F-l. Fireplt 
L. Loom anchors (?)
P. Roof support posts
V. Ventilator
S. Basalt slab (sipapu?)

N

0 2 4 61 _i__ i i
Feet

Pueblo IV

After Reiter. 1938. p. 44
KIVA A , ' UNSHtel, NEW MEXICO



CHAPTER VI

RMJTANGrOLAR KTVAS' ; • v ■ - "

• There is enough evidence to establish the rectangular 
or square, kivas as a type. This type includes structures 
of a square or rectangular shape with a raised platform 
across one side of the room, a small ventilator, and -a . 
firepit in the floor of the main room with an overhead 
hatchway. Other features such as a deflector, sipapu, 
depression, ashpit, niches, may or may not be present.

Western pueblos inhabited today ('lap S, p. 5) include 
the villages of the Hopi and Zuni Indians. Mlndeleff 
wrote of the Zuni pueblo that:

There seems to be but little structural evi
dence to distinguish the present kivas from 
ordinary large zuni rooms beyond the special, char
acter of the fireplace and of the entrance trap 
door, ...• At Tusayan (Hopi), on the other hand,

1 we find a distinct and characteristic plan of the 
kiva, as well as many special constructive de- • ■ ■ Vices. '  ̂ ..'̂ v ' .1

3
The zuni in the early historic times were subjected 

to the harsh and repressive policy of the Spanish authori
ties. - ■■■ ; : - " -■ ' 'v:.- : ::

At one time, when the ceremonial- observances " 
of the Zuni took place in secret for fear Of

T. See chart, page 80, for comparison of these two forms
2. Mindeleff, 1891, p. 112.
3. loc. cit.
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incurring the wrath of the Spanish priests, the 
original kivas east have been wholly abandoned, 
and though at the present time some of the kivas 
of Zuni occupy:marginal positions in the cell 
cluster, just as in many ancient examples, it is 
doubtful whether these rooms faithfully represent 
the original type of kiva. ; "
At Tusayan, on the other hand, he found the Hop! hav

ing kivas with their distinct floor plans. He went on to

Although the position of the ceremonial room 
is here exceptional in:its entire separation from 
the dwelling, this is due to clearly traceable in
fluences in the immediate orographic environment, 
and the wholly subterranean arrangement of most of 
the kivas in this group is also due to the same 
local causes. H - i

:Although no two kivas have ever been excavated (or 
studied) that are exactly alike^ceremonial rooms found in 
close geographic association do conform with each other.

Hopi kivas (Fig. 39, p. 114) are subterranean (excep
tions noted) although, due to extreme irregularities of 
topography, one side of the kiva wall may be completely ex
posed. These kivas are generally isolated from the house 
cluster, and are located in court areas or on the edge of 
the mesas where natural excavations allow a minimum of labor 
in the construction of an "underground" room.

They are roughly the shape of a parallelogram, and;are 
approximately 12 by 25 feet in size. About one-third of
this length is taken up by a raised platform. A firepit*..1
usually a foot or so square, is located in the main floor
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Figure 39

A. Platform 
F. Flrepit 
L. Loom anchors 
N. Niches 
S. Sipapu (sipapu

closed with wood plug)
X. iVood poles along wall
Y. Plank containing sipapu n
Z. Hatchlnklhu (spirits A 

entrance)

0 2 4 6
Feet

Modern
After Mindeleff, 1891, P. 122

CHIEF KIVA, SHUPAULOVI, HOPI AREA, ARIZONA
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near the edge of the platform and directly under the hatcli- 
way. Greaaewood is the ordinary fuel used in kiva fires, 
and several bundles are always hanging from pegs driven in 
the walls of the hatchway* over the fire. ' ":

'The roof of the kiva is made by laying poles, about two 
feet apart, directly on the masonry walls and parallel to 
the short axis of the room. ' Over the firepit, the highest 
part of the roof, the beams are quite far apart, seven or 
eight feet, to allow for the construction of a large, rec
tangular hatchway. This hatchway may have several feet of 
masonry constructed on the supporting beams. The roof is 
highest at this point, so the Hop! think, to reduce the 
chances of its catching fire. ;

A masonry ledge is constructed across one end of the 
kiva to serve as a shelf. Fetishes and other religious para
phernalia are displayed bh this shelf. In the center of this 
ledge is a kachlna niche where, during a ceremony, masks are 
placed when not being used by the dancers. “ j

There is a cavity in the main floor, on the opposite 
sids of the room from the platform, which is usually about a 
foot deep"and a foot wide and is covered with a cottonwood 
plank. This plank has a small hole drilled directly over 
the cavity. It is around this opening, or sipapu,: that the 
fetishes are placed during a ceremony; - ̂ . ^
•:- -•'-v'-Other.rnioheS: may be constructed in the walls of the 
kiva, usually near the edge of the platform, for storage of



tools and other small articles. Beams are often sunk below 
floor level to serve as anchors for looms.

Access to the kiva is made by means of a ladder resting 
on the edge of the platform and projecting out the hatchway. 
It is during the holding of secret ceremonies that the ladder 
may be removed to keep anyone from the kiva. , Often rungs are 
removed from the ladderpoles instead.

The modern Zuni kiva (Fig. 40, p. 117) is hard to dis
tinguish from large secular rooms. Comparatively little has

tbeen written of Zuni kivasand these few reports are? all 
too brief and vague. ? .. . ' ' '

The only modern kiva that can be described as Zuni (it 
is thought to be typical of the others) is that of the Up- 
sanakwe (Fig. 40, p. 117). This room is the size of the 
adjoining rooms, but the floor is several inches lower. A 
narrow bench extends across the north wall and along the 
northern parts of the east and west walls. A dais or plat
form is centrally located against the south wall and extends 
into the room a short distance. • This dais is divided into 
two sections. The part nearest the wall contains depressions 
for the ladder poles and a place to step when using the lad
der. Doorways are provided in the room, but during cere
monies they are kept closed as all access to the room is 
through the overhead hatchway. The outer section of the

1. Mlndeleff, 1&91, p. 113.
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Figure 40
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dais contains the old firepit which is no longer used. To- ;
day it occasionally serves as an altar. The firepit that j

\
is used is in reality a fireplace in the southeast corner of | 
the room. This fireplace has a hood to catch the smoke and ! 
carry it off through a chimney in the roof. : j

In the east central portion of the room is a large t

hole in the floor. This hole is used as a receptacle for j
food offerings made to "the dead dancers.** Such an opening <

' ; • J 1 Iin the floor undoubtedly has an analogy with?the common si-
papu. : ' I

Religious paraphernalia, it is assumed, must be kept in S
: V: ; -: . i; ■ ■ i :

individual homes of those belonging to that kiva group be- j
v. . i icause there are no niches or shelves in the room and because i

the kiva is easily entered through the doors. :
As previously stated, the Zuni undoubtedly changed kiva i

architecture about the time the first Spanish priests came ;
l

to that area. No late prehistoric Zuni kivas have been ex- ; 
cavated or studied in that area. Hodge cleared a rectangu
lar kiva at Hawikuh (Fig. 41, p. 119) which he dated A.D.

1 :1381-1400.
The Hawikuh kiva is greatly similar to the modern Hop! j

kivas. It is rectangular, approximately 13 by 19 feet,! |; " ;
subterranean and apart from the house cluster. A high plat- ;
form takes up the southern quarter of floor space. T h e —  :■ . .

- ; V  %

1. Hodge, 19^9, pp. 1-6. . i
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floor of this platform and. that .of the main room ar© cov
ered with closely laid flagstones. A small ventilator shaft 
opens into the kiva centrally under the platform at. floor 
level. Immediately in front of the opening is a slab deflec
tor stone and two firepits aligned to the north. Loom holes 
in the fldor run parallel to the east and west walls. .There 
is no feature present which could be considered as a sipapu. 
Plaster was used to straighten rough walls, and in places 
was so thick that pegs had to be driven into the walls .to 
support the adobe material; 1 T . ' v ' L

Several Hop! villages have been continuously occupied 
since prehistoric times.t:No ancient form of kiva has been: . 
found in any of these villages. Mindeleff made a reference 
to circular walls near some of the villages, which he con
sidered to be traces of the ancient form of (ceremonial cham-

1
bers or round kivas. .V Hauryts work at the Tusayan Ruin on the 
southern rim of the Grand Canyon revealed two very poorly 
constructed kivas in association with a Pueblo III village.
The exact connection of this ruin with the Hopi development 
is still unknown.. Just what :part this site played in the de
velopment of the Tusayan people is also unknown. It is on the

2
very periphery of the cultural area. V ; ^
; - Although there : is a considerably long lapse in time be
tween the modern kiva styles and the latest in date of

1. Mindeleff, 1&91, p. 117™.. - : '. ..2. Haury, 1932, pp. 1-26. ( 4 H o,
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construction of the excavated rectangular type, direct con
tinuum of kiva features is easily seen.

1
Haury and Hargrave excavated kivas at Pinedale and

2 ■■■>":.-Kin Tiel respectively (Figs. 42 and 43, pp. 122 and 124), 
which resemble those at Point of Pines.

The Pinedale kiva was rectangular with the platform 
parallel to the long axis and on the east side of the struc
ture. The floor of the platform and that of the main por
tion of the room were completely paved with flagstones. A 
small ventilator shaft opened into the kiva at floor level 
beneath the platform. This^ventilator was off center and 
skewed to the north. A thick stone projected from the floor
level to a height of about six inches, but it was not in

- - Lj .line between the firepit and the ventilator opening; hence 
its use as a deflector might be questioned (no deflectors 
were found in any Point of Pines kivas). Six small holes, 
about an inch and a half in diameter, ranged about the fire-
pit in a rough arc. A seventh hole was found toward the 
south central part of the room and was plugged with a chip
ped stone. Two rounded stones in the floor, one on either 
side of the deflector, were found.

A subfloor depository was situated between the problem-
3 :atical deflector and the platform. The depository was

rectangular with the sides formed by rook slabs which -

1. Haury and Hargrave, 1931, Fig. 12, p. -
2. Ibid.. Fig. 25, p. 98 and Fig. 33, P. 106.
3. This feature may have some analogy to the one labeled,

"depression" in the Point of Pines kivas.
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Figure 42
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protruded slightly above the floor. The kiva was located i 
within a block of secular rooms of the large pueblo, and its ; 
floor was only four inches lower than those of the rooms to i
the east and to the west. (The location and floor level are i
? : ■ ' ■ / ’ . ■' -'V'v '' -v ) , .  |closely similar to the modern Zuni kivas.) .. ;
v - r : - ' !:This kiva, in general, had features in common with I: . : ,'f "vr, =. .. - ' . !
those uncovered by."Hargrave at Kokopnjram and Kin Tiel. Kin i
Tiel or Wide Ruin is located 18 miles north of Chambers, i
Arizona, on. an eastern tributary of the lie Roux Wash. First ? 
' : : mentioned by Mindeleff and Fewkes, the site was referred to

as Pueblo Grande. .v.. : =
Kiva KT-I was in the court yard area and was subter

ranean. It was rectangular, with a raised platform across 
the short side on the southeast. The walls of this structure 
were of adobe plastered native earth. Flagstones completely 
covered the floor of the platform and the main portion of 
the room. Loom holes were arranged in parallel lines, one 
on either side of the long axis of the room. A sandstone 
slab with rounded edges projected from the floor between the 
firepit and the ventilator opening, forming a deflector.
The narrow space between the deflector and the platform was 
not paved with stones. Loose,earth and rocks were found be
neath the clay surface. Hargrave had reason to believe

X. Haury and Hargrave, 1931, p. 80. -2. The writer believes a trench may have extended from the 
firepit to the ventilator opening at one time. This, 
trench may have fallen into disuse and then filled with 
rubble. This same situation occurred at Kiva 1, • ; ; r •'
Site L7, Point of Pines. - — --- -—
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Figure 43
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that the roof of this kiva collapsed suddenly and without 
warning as "evidenced by.the fact that five skeletons were
found as though they had been caught between the settling 
ceiling and the floor." . .° : ; - x, . x. -r. ../. x ' , ■.■■'.xv . -x

Kiva KT-II at Kin Tiel. was similar to KT-I except that
- V .

its walls were of well constructed masonry.. The shape of 
KTrll was more, nearly square, and in over-all appearances
more like the kivas at Point of Pines. Quantities of dat- 
able charcoal material were removed from both kivas. The 
dates.of construction have been put at A.D. 1276 for both
kivas. The KT-II kiva is believed to have been constructed 
immediately after the former kiva had collapsed killing the: - 2 ^ .'.xx::- L; I; ■ xhx : • v "
five. men. . ,

One mile east of the Jeddito Trading Post, on the north
: X ^ . x x .  X . . X , . X : - . .  o . .  : . ■ ■■ x " X. ' . . . .  X : x  . ,

side of the Jeddito Valley, is the prehistoric Hopi pueblo 
of Kokopnyama. The best preserved kiva excavated there was 
R-4. This structure was constructed slightly below the 
mesa.edge„in an area where tumbled.house walls were of suf
ficient depth for the excavation of a kiva. Similar to the 
kivas at Kin Tiel, this kiva was square with a high platform

: , : ' x  . .  x , . . x .  x , - :  , x  ' . X i . . : x :x ' .  X T X X . ' X ' X ' ”  X

across the southeast side. Two sets of loom holes in,the 
floor, parallel to the long axis, were uncovered.

The deflector was part of the firepit and had two
. : : x-X X:,.x;,. . j ■ x  ^  , X .i. ' ' 'X-  ̂ X "Xx '  X X i x

• arms, one on either side, extending back along the side of
X- ' X X  x :  X . X x  X":- i . ; ; x  ; x > , ; x  X X x x . x  1:

1 . Haury and Hargrave, 1931, p. 85.
2. Ibid., p. 94. : ;
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the firepit. A second firepit was fauna to the northwest 
of the peculiar ."arm chair" pit. Both were covered with 
thin sand stone s labs; and f i lied with ashes.

The kiva had been remodeled at least once, ; as shown by , , 
the double.walls on the west and north sides. The north wall 
apparently had started to bow in and possibly collapse. A 
new wall was then constructed about two feet in from the , 
original,, and the intervening space was filled with midden 
material. The kiva had been abandoned as a ceremonial v 
chamber, and later a small dwelling or storage room was con
structed across the north end. The floor of the ̂ secular 
room was ifiye feet above the floor of the kiva. The length 
of time which lapsed after the abandonment of the kiva and 
the construction of the secular room took place is unknown.

; Heavy ■ plastering covered the rather uneven .walls , of the 
room. : A total of 32 coats of.clay were found on the walls, 
the twenty-ninth of which;was red.  ̂ .

„ Two loom blocks of sandstone about 11^ inches long,
8 inches wide, and-6^ inches thick were found on the,floor. 
The modern Hopi use similar blocks in : their ;,kivas, but -there 
is so little weaving being carried on that these stones are 
used largely as seats♦ , ' - - - /

No datable wood material was removed from this kiva, 
but nearby kivas dated in the close of.the fourteenth i.

i. Haury and Hargrave, 1931, pp. 103-110.
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century, and there is a good possibility that Klva R-4 was
:■ . 1. v'u. ' a.*;. V c . 1. - :. ' -- ^  ' "contemporaneous•

During the summer of 1948, four klvas were excavated 
in pueblo sites at Point of Pines, Arizona. These klvas are 
the southernmost uncovered to date. All of them are excel
lent examples of the Western Pueblo type— almost square, 
with a high raised platform across one side of the subter
ranean room.

Point of Pines is located approximately 35 miles south 
and slightly east of Fort Apache, Arizona, and south of the 
Mogollon Rim. The sites are on the border of a forest pre
dominantly of ponderosa pine trees. The elevation is ap
proximately 6,200 feet.

These pueblos possess all the true characteristics of 
the northern pueblos, for example, in architecture, masonry, 
ground plans and congestion of room, court yards and klvas. 
The pottery in the klvas was mostly of a local polychrome, 
associated corrugated wares, and late Four Mile Polychrome 
varieties in red, black, and white colors. By cross-dating 
the pottery with that of other areas for which tree-ring 
dates have been obtained the four klvas excavated may be as
signed, tentatively, to the close of the fourteenth century 
and possibly the early part of the fifteenth.

The four klvas were similar, yet each possessed charao- 
terizable differences. They were square, or nearly so, semi 
subterranean or subterranean. High, narrow platforms
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extended across one side; small ventilators opened into the 
kivas at floor level under the platforms. They had well de
fined firepits. All were Isolated in what could be called 
court areas to the east, and were separate from the pueblos 
proper. This isolation and lack of pronounced surface in- • 
dications may partly be the reason why early archaeological 
surveys through this area failed to locate kivas.

These four kivas are described in detail on the follow
ing pages.
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Figure 44

B . Platform 
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V. Ventilator
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L. Kiva l;.Ariz:W:10t52.
-L- '.-.ZC z. Z Z : :

Shape: Almost square
Size: East wall IV 8«, west wall 13* 2", north wall 13* 9M,

south wall 13* 10"
Depth: Semi-subterranean to subterranean
Orientation: Slightly south of east
Wall construction: Veneer masonry up to 10" thick
Floor: Thick coat of dark clay applied over native soil
Plaster: Base of walls still retained heavy coat of a dark

clay material, angles between walls and floor, and 
the corner angles well rounded with plaster

Platform: Located on east end of room, 1* 10" high and 3* 9"
wide, masonry face with large slabs forming edge of 
platform floor, remaining floor of a dark clay

Ventilator: Small in size, opening into kiva at floor
level near center of platform on east, native walls 
and floor with large stone slabs for roof over hori
zontal portion

Firepit: Square with thin slabs of sandstone for sides,
floor of native soil

Sipapu: No sipapu present
Depression: Shallow and immediately in front of ventilator

opening
Artifacts: One large diorite axe with two opposing 3/4

grooves and one small 3/4 axe on floor, small hand- 
stone for grinding (?), and rose quartz stone with 
ends showing evidence of being used for a hammer stone 
in depression

Comments: This kiva contained the best example of this par
ticular type of masonry found at Point of Pines. It 
is similar to that uncovered by Roberts at Whitewater,
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1
Arizona. The masonry was composed of large, thin, 
dressed stones on end at the base of the walls. The 
slabs were separated by several small rough rocks. 
The remaining portion of the wall was of unshaped 
stones with a few dressed stones incorporated.

17 Roberts, 1939, Plates 19, 20, 21, and 22, p. 158.
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* Klva 2, Ariz:W:10:52 : M. •

Shape: Almost :square 1':'' " -1 : -
Size: East wall Ik1 6", west wall 15' 2", north wall 16'

' south wall 15' 11" ..1 --V. ■ - :'v.
Depth: Semi-subterranean to "suhterranean •
Orientation:; West of south r .T : ; : ? : -

9

Floor: Two levels; original level of dark clay on native .
soil; remodeled level 8" above original with, flag
stones located centrally between firepit and north •: 
wallremainder of. latter level of dark clay over fill material k-:> : v:.:r -t ' : >

Plaster: Base of walls and face of platform retained dark
clay plastercorners and angles between walls and 
floor well rounded with plaster ^

I;: : . ' , ;— .:v. :v'- -..v k '  r-. • -: ’ : . / "kc
Platform: On south side of room, 1* lO" high and 3' V" wide,

two niches in face of platform, one on east and one on 
west, platform floor of dark clay : '
t '.r- > r-or. v -A: - •a;-.-

Ventilator: Small masonry lined shaft opened into kiva at
floor level :in approximate* center of room, direction of 
shaft skewed to west under platform (shaft went up a a  
directly outside: south wall of kiva to native-so 11: 
level then horizontally along that level for SV-6"k 
then up again to :emerge at ground surface). a

Firepit: Original firepit large and square, remodeled by bi
secting on north-south line - a  :

Sipapu: Used in conjunction with original level, large deep
pit in elbow shape with broad side to north, the ends 
of which retained traces of a shelf near the surface 
wherein a plank or stone cover could have been inserted, 
sides of sipapu concave, sealed with dark clay at or 
before remodeling of floor. (Sipapu, because of its 
large size and traces of a shelf for a cover, could pos
sibly have been used as a foot drum.) • • i

Loom anchor: A ̂ parallel trench about 20" from west wall in .
fill above native floor level, trench had been filled 
and sealed with clay before abandonment of kiva (the 
trench is believed to have originally held a large beam 
anchor for a loom) ; I k: a a

AUA A:: A  A A A  v A a  - A . : ' A '  A ;  A  - A A A ’ f  A.:.' C V:';vb A.;: A
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Ladder holes: Two ladder -holes. Ideated between**irepit and
ventilator opening at north margin of depression

Depression: Shallow basin located between firepit and ven
tilator opening, plastered sides and bottom

Artifaots: v Stone axe and stone ball in west niche in plat
form fade (stone ball had a hole drilled toward the 
center, possibly for holding a feather, etc. and 
probably was used as a paho holder), small 3/4 grooved 
axe in depression, stone drill and arrow point in fire- 
pit ash, two deer antlers immediately east of depres
sion on floor, two rubbing stones and a grinding slab 
in hatchway complex directly over firepit and depres
sion area, flat thick stone imbedded in native floor 
to right of ventilator opening (this stone had marks 
of having been used for grinding) j . •

Comments: This kiva had two definite floor levels. -The»
original level was directly on top of the native soil and contained a large firepit and sipapu. The fireplt 
wasvlater cut in half merely by wedging a thin slab 
along the north-south central line of the pit. The • 
sipapu was large enough and deep enough to have been 
used as a foot drum. Some sort of cover had at one 
time been oyer it, as two remnants of shelves were 
found, one on the east and one on the west end of the 
hole. The sipapu had fallen into disuse and when the 
flagstones were laid (the second floor level), or be
fore, the hole had been sealed with a thick coat of 
dark clay. In order to level-the floor after putting 
down the flagstones, it was necessary to add as much 
as - 8* of fill in places due to the unevenness of the 
original native floor. Some time after this floor was 
constructed, a. beam was buried in the fill near the 
west wall to anchor a loom; this too had fallen into 
disuse and before the kiva was abandoned this trench 
was filled with debris and sealed with flooring. A 
loom block was found in the fill of the kiva about 14” 
above the floor level; it was of tuffa stone, and had 
a small hole drilled in one side.
The ventilator opening was a large tuffa stone ring 
made from one solid piece. A large doughnut shaped 
stone was found in the fill at the platform near the 
west wall. This stone, from all appearances a metate, 
was in the process of being shaped into another stone 
ring. The ventilator skewed, directly from the open
ing, to the west and then up along the outside of the 
south wall. At native-soil level the trench turned 
and -ran along the top of this level for about 3^f,
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then made another turn upward to emerge on the sur
face of the ground.
Two deer antlers were found on the floor to the east 
of the depression. These may have been flaking tools, 
but they were in too rotted a condition to be accurate
ly determined. Because ceremonially buried antlers 
were found in the depression of Kiva 1, Site 47* it is 
felt that these were part of some ceremonial parapher
nalia rather than tools.
The stones around the hatchway had fallen to the floor 
in this kiva, as the roof had rotted and collapsed.
This was also the case in two other kivas excavated at 
Point of Pines.
Large slabs of worked stone and small, unshaped stones 
were part of this complex which, in this case, in
cluded a grinding slab and several rubbing stones. One 
of the large slabs was a reused notched sandstone with 
designs peeked on one side of the rock. These designs 
included a large circle with a dot in the center, a 
design shaped like a figure 2 with a bar across the up
right stem of the letter, and several deep holes. 
Another flat notched stone was found against the east 
wall about midway in the room. This stone also had 
designs similar to the above.
No tree-ring material was removed from this, or any 
other kiva at Point of Pines.1 By cross-dating the 
pottery types found in floor contact and in the fill, 
the kiva would be placed no later than the close of 
the fourteenth and the beginning of the fifteenth centuries.

1. Smiley, 194$b, p. 20
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Figure 46
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Eiva 1, Ariz:W:10 :k7 - : '

Shape: Almost sqmre : T
Size: (Platform height) North rail 13' east rail 14» %

6", south wall 13' 2", west wall 14'  ̂ ■
Depth: Semi-subterranean to subterranean :i - ^ -
Orientation: Slightly east of south .
Wall construction: Teneer masonry up to 10" thick ::
Floor: Two levels; original level on native soil, floor

grooves ran from firepit number three to corners and 
walls of room, remodeled floor of flagstones covering 
entire area except firepit and depression

Plaster: Base of walls and face of platform covered withthick coat of dark clay, corners and angles between - 
walls'and floor well rounded with plaster ‘

Platform: On south end of room, 20” high and'50” wide,
floor of dark clay - :

Ventilator: Native earth.walled with large stones for roof,
entered kiva at floor level midway under platform ■
(shaft had peculiar turn at native soil level outside 
kiva where it turned and ran.along;that level for about 
a meter then turned upward again to emerge at ground level) - v' V ' / . e r r  .;

Firepit: Four different firepits had been used (see com
ments), last pit was of-masonry and clay walls, slight
ly rectangular in shape - : : • ..

Sipapu: Located midway between number four firepit and north
wall of kiva, 8|” long, 6 3/4" wide, and-6 3/4" deep, 
in use at time of abandonment of kiva :

Ladder holes: Ladder holes in original floor level only,
covered with flagstones when floor was remodeled;

Depression: Shallow pit plastered with dark clay immediate
ly in front of ventilator opening, depression con
tained a "ceremonial” burial of deer antlers under 
paint palettes and a cap-stone.

Artifacts: No artifacts in floor contact
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Wall niche: Small niche 30" off floor in east wall, niche,
e^pty l, - _ / ' - :• ' - V::  ̂ I v..: ̂Comments: This kiva is definitely of the ^Rectangular.. ;,
Type." It is slightly rectangular with.a platform 
across the south end, a small firepit, . a small venti
lator shaft, and a well laid flagstone floor. The 
finding of one fairly complete deer antler, and minute 
fragments where another could have been before rotting 
away, in the depression under definite burial condi
tions leads to the belief that here was an inten
tional burial of ceremonial paraphernalia or. of .
fetishes. The flooring of dark clay extended under 
this burial in an unbroken condition. There was no 
attempt made to seal the burial; thus it is assumed! 
that this burial was either hastily made or was ac
complished when the kiva was.. abandoned.
Lifting the flagstones from the floor revealed a 
series of firepits and a number of floor grooves.
The firepits could be easily distinguished as to the 
time of their construction and use. The first fire- 
pit was almost in the center of the room and was 

' merely a hole in the native floor. This pit had been 
made smaller by placing stone slabs in about 2" from 
the native walls. Later those slabs were removed 
(grooves where they had originally been located were 
still evident) and a new firepit dug in the floor to 
the south of the older. During the use of this fire
pit (number three) grooves approximately 3” wide and 
the same in depth.were dug in the native floor from 
the corners of the firepit to the respective corners 
of the kiva. A groove also ran directly from the 
center of the•pit to the center of the north wall, 
cutting directly through the sipapu midway between 
those two points. Another groove ran from the center 
of the east wall to the center of firepit. A short 
groove ran to the north from the groove between the 
southwest corner of the room and the pit. The use of 
these grooves is unknown, although there are many in
terpretations one could give such as their represent
ing the cardinal points, floor drainage, and plain 
ceremonial functions of unknown use. No others like 
these have been reported thus far in literature, al
though there are somewhat similar cases known, such 
as those in the kiva at Site 11, Alkali Ridge, Utahl 
(see Fig. 18, p. 91).

i. brew, 1946,p. 142.
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The sipapu was in use until the time of abandonment. 
The material which made up the fill in this feature 
was very loose, and spalls of sandstone were found 
therein. A large flagstone covered the entire area 
where the sipapu was located. This stone could have 
been used as a foot drum or for some other purpose. 
There was no way to distinguish this stone from any 
other, and the sipapu was not discovered until the 
flagstones were lifted.
Another feature uncovered when the stones were taken 
up was the ladder pole rests in the floor midway be
tween the fireplt and the platform. Extending from 
the firepit to the ventilator opening was a trench, 
the depth and width of the firepit. This trench had 
been filled and sealed with clay. In the bottom of 
the depression, under the flooring, were three deep 
holes which were probably used as cists.
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B. PlatformB-l. Problematical bench 
F. Flreplt 
(x. Ash pit 
S. Slpapu 
V. Ventilator 
w. Grcjve for ventilator 

cover
X. Grinding stone.

Feet
A.D. 1400±

After Smiley, Manuscript in preparation
KIVA 1, ARIZ:W:10:48, POINT OF PINES, ARIZONA
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Kiva 1, Ariz:W:10:48

Shape: Almost square
Size: North wall 15*, east wall 14’ 10", south wall 16* iR,

west m i l  14 V 2" :
Depth: Semi-subterranean /
Orientation: South of east
Wall construction: Plaster over native earth walls, masonry 

in platform face and remnants of bench in northwest 
and southwest corners of room

Floor: Dark clay over native soil . ^
Plaster: Plaster continued down from base of walls in well.

.rounded angle with floor, west m i l  and platform face 
still retained much material, angles on north and 
south sides of room had same rounded angles where base of bench would have existed

Platform: On east side, 20" high and 31" wide
Ventilator: On east, native earth walls covered with wood

or stone (?) (no traces of which were found), shelves 
along north and south sides of shaft 6" below level of 
platform floor

Sipapu: Extremely large foot drum type, over 31" long and
16" wide and 16" deep, shelves on ends to carry cover, 
located between firepit and west m i l

Firepit: Double pit in front of ventilator opening, divided
only by change in floor levels in pits, east pit used 
as ash pit (no signs of burning could be found there
in), lined with slabs, firepit almost square but with 
the ashpit added became rectangular

Grinding stone: Near ventilator opening to south, large
thick stone imbedded in floor

Bench: Four remnants remained, one in each corner of main
r; ; r portion: of room, remnants in corners near platform

were 19" high and 8" wide arid of native earth, rem
nants in opposite corners of masonry 20" high; rounded 
floor-wall angles between east and west remnants

Comments: No other structure has been found at Point-of
Pines belonging to this phase with native earth mils. 
The large size of the sipapu is very unusual. There
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ean be but little doubt that this feature was a foot 
drum of some sort. Since there was no broken stone 
in the fill of the sipapu, it is assumed that a plank 
was used for a cover over this opening. There is some 
possibility that this kiva could have been abandoned 
before the other late villages, and the stones could 
have been taken from the ventilator roof and the si
papu cover. It is more probable that the wood covers 
for these two features have completely rotted away.
Six inches above the kiva floor, in the depression 
made when the roof caved in, was a large slab-lined 
firepit over 40" in diameter. No firepit of this con
struction has been found in this area.l There is a 
possibility that the very last people here constructed 
the firepit in the "old ruin" before they completely 
abandoned the area. In the fill above the firepit 
(12" and 20") were two well stratified layers of char
coal 8" apart. These layers had been washed into the 
hole and, as the water drained, they formed a compact mass on the floor of the depression.

1. Similar firepits have been found in the depressions of 
pithouses and klvas at Shabik’eshchee Village in the 
Chaco Canyon and at Whitewater. In both cases the fire 
pits had been constructed by peoples living in those 
areas after the former structures had fallen into ruin. 
See Roberts, 1929, p. 68 and Roberts, 1939, pp. 71-72.
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Figures 48 through 55 are supplementary examples of 
square or modified square kivas. Several of these examples 
are found in sites on the periphery of the Pueblo area proper 
and illustrate the problems involved in defining them as 
kivas.
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Flrepit 
Hole in floor 
Loom holes 
Ventilator 
Board

Feet

(pottery)
After Colton. 1Q46. fig. fB7

PITHOUSE (OR KIVA), JUNIPER TERRACE, ARIXONA '
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Figure 49

D. Deflector slabs (?) 
F. Fireplt
P. Roof support posts 
S. Sipapu (?)
X. Pottery bowls
Y. Paint mortar
Z. Metate

N
i

0 2 4 6
Feet

Pueblo III? 
After Cosgrove, 1923, P* 22

KIVA, TREASURE HILL, NEW MEXICO
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Figure 50

F* Firepit 
G. Ash pit
Pi Roof support posts 
S. Sipapu (?)
V. Ventilator 
X. Trosh fill

0 2 4 6« ■ «-- 1
Feet

Pueblo III

After Wendorf, Manuscript In preparation
PITHOUSE 13, ARIZ:W:10:5i; POINT OF PINES, ARIZONA
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Figure 51

B. Bench 
D. Deflector 
F. Firepit
P. Roof support posts 
V. Ventilator

After Cummings

N
i

0 2 4 6
Feet

Pueblo III 
1940, p. 37

ROOM 27, PROBABLY CEREMONIAL, KINISHBA, ARIZONA
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Figure 52

A'

Kiva B

Klva k

D. Deflector 
F. Flrepit 
P. Roof posts 
S. Sipapu 
V. Ventilator

N4

0 2 4 61 ii I. . t i
Feet

No age given
After 0111In, 1941, pp. 10 and 12

RIVAS A AND B, MARYSVALE 7, UTAH
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Figure 53

Kiva, Ruin 4
(Size unknown)

D. Deflector (?) 
F. Firepit 
L. Loom anchors
S. Sipapu
T. Tunnel
V. Ventilator I

>

0 2 4 6' ' 1 1 1
Feet

Ages unknown
After Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, pp. 38 and 73
KIVAS NEAR MARSH PASS, ARIZONA
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Figure 54

Q. Deflector 
F. Firepit '
V. Ventilator
X. Hatchway to room below
Y. Altar stene
Z. Door

0 2 4 6*...*...»
Feet

A.D. 1328-1348

After Haury, 1934, fig. 11
CEREMONIAL ROOM, CANYON CREEK RUIN, ARIZONA
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Figure 55

D. Deflector 
F. FIrepit 
V. Ventilator 
Y. Bln

>

P 2 4 
Feet

Pueblo IV ? 
After Reiter, 1938, p. 44

ROOM 34-4, UNSHAGI, NEW MEXICO



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSIONS ^ .

The gradual development of the klva has been traced from 
the ancestral form, the plthouse, and in a sketchy manner 
through the interveining centuries to modern form. As stated 
on page 44, a kiva is defined arohaeologicaliy,as a room ‘ 
showing no indications of secular use, possessing a ventilator, 
a firepit with an overhead hatchway, and one or more of the 
following features: deflector, ashpit, sipapu, bench, plat
form, recess, wall niches, loom anchors, arid subterranean or 
ground level placement. In addition a modern kiva could be 
described as a room constructed primarily by and for the men 
for religious functions and ritual, but which may also be 
used for everyday tasks performed by men.

Ceremonies undoubtely changed as did the economy, house 
architecture, and various other aspects of the material life. 
Features were modified, dropped, or added as the occasion 
demanded. V '-- : ' : ; ^

Ritual and ceremony played an extremely important part 
in the lives of primitive peoples, as they have in our own 
society. Fortunately for the archaeologists and historians', 
material manifestations of ritual and ceremony are readily 
seen among many of these so-called "primitive” groups.
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The ancestors of the present day Pueblo Indians had 
many material manifestations of their religion such as the 
kiva itself, the sipapu, altar or deflector, platform, and 
ventilator. These features are found in modern kivas. Eth
nologists have fairly well covered the modern ceremonies and 
rituals in most of the present day villages where kivas are 
used. Although not much is known of the actual kiva cere
monies themselves, some understanding of these ceremonies 
is had. The use of the sipapu, altar, ventilator, platform, 
and so-forth is known. These features, the manifestations 
of religious ceremony, can be traced back to the. pithouse 
from which the kiva originated.

The general area of the San Juan and Little Colorado 
River drainages was; thickly populated (comparatively) dur
ing the last of the seventh century and the early part of 
the eighth. The people were primarily dependent on agrl-. 
cultural products for subsistence. Their homes were pit- 
houses built partly underground and partly above. These 
structures, generally, had southern antechambers. Very little 
is known of the true Basket Maker houses in the southern part 
of the San Juan, and nothing of them in the Little Colorado

To the south and southwest of this large area was the 
country of the Mogollon peoples. One of the outstanding ar
chitectural features of the early Mogollon culture was the 
extremely large semi-subterranean room believed to be the
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ancestral form of the Great Kiva. This structure was archi
tecturally well developedas early as A.D* 300 in the 
Forestdale Valley in central Arizoim. It is believed” that 
communal ceremonies involving large numbers of peoples and 
various social divisions were held in those structuresI The 
idea of a large communal structure spread to the northeast 
and was adopted by the Basket Makersi. Probably the first 
structure to be used wholly for a specialized purpose in the 
latter area was this prototype of the Great Kiva. '•

The small kiva did hot develdp until after the Great 
Kiva was a-fairly well established complex in parts of the ' 
Basket Maker area. The idea of a small specialized struc
ture may well•have come from the use of the larger communal 
one. The Bhsket Makers, no doubt, had been holdihg cere
monies in their own houses. These ceremonies made use of 
the various architectural features of those houses. As the 
domiciliary structure changed from a”pithouse to"an1above
ground masonry rectangular housei certain of the older pit- 
houses were retained as special chambers for ceremonial pur-
•' : ' *• : •poses.

As previously stated, a modern kiva could be described 
as being a room constructed primarily-by and for the men 
for religious functions and ritual; but which may also be' 
used for everyday tasks performed by men. To date no 01 -

X. Haury, ihiV, pp. 31-24.
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similar structure has been found belonging to the Hohokam 
peoples. A few structures have been excavated built by the 
Mogollon people which might be a counterpart of the Pueblo 
kiva, but as yet these are considered as problematical.

The earliest kiva known, from the available evidence, 
is Elva B excavated by Roberts (Fig. 9, p. 40) in the White- 
water site and dating A.D. 815+. In general, kivas became 
an integral part of the local culture over the pueblo area 
in the late Pueblo I times. Absolute dates on some of these 
kivas may place them as early as that in the Whitewater site. 
By the early years of the tenth century, the kiva complex 
was well established throughout the Pueblo area. All the 
kivas of that time were round or square with rounded cor
ners.

Local needs and materials, coupled with the personal 
tastes of the builders, were responsible for variations in 
kiva architecture. On the whole, the materials used in con
structing a kiva were the same as those utilized in house 
building. The workmanship which went into the kiva con
struction tended to be poorer in quality than that in the 
houses. Exceptions to this are noted, especially for the 
Chaco Canyon, Aztec, and Mesa Verde areas where kiva work
manship was of the best grade. In these areas the complexity 
of the kiva reached its highest peak: sub-floor vaults, I.

I. Roberts, 1939, p. 210.
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niches, banquettes, pilasters, masonry firepits, ana_the 
like were highly developed. Architecture as a whole was 
outstanding .throughout these areas, herein the Great,Kiva 
reached its peak in superior workmanship and■complexity of 
features. The Great Kiva undoubtedly influenced the style 
and assemblage of f eatures in the small kiva •- in fact some 
of the latter might be considered as minature Great Kivas.

Little is known of the development of ..the kiva in the 
western part of the Pueblo area during the.early formative 
years because of the lack of excavation in sites belonging 
to that particular period of time. During the twelfth cen
tury, somewhere in northern Arizona, some of the above
ground, rectangular rooms were modified slightly by placing 
a low bank or "defiedtor'* across the: floor between the fire- 
pit and the door and a smoke .hole in, the ceiling. These, 
rooms led early investigators to conclude that they were . ......
ceremonial in character and could therefore be considered as 
"kivas*’. :Prom .this .type of.structure, or kihu as they were 
called, developed the kivas such as are used by the ,zuni;of 
today. It is.almost impossible to distinguish them from 
secular rooms but, the presence of the "hole for the feeding., 
of the dead, dancers," the use of the ...hatchway even though . 
doors are provided, the bench around the room, and-the lack 
of utensils provide evidence enough to call them, kivas. ,

I. 6r. p . so. ante.



Rectangular subterranean kivas also are known in the: 
western area of approximately the same date. This type ;:- 
differs from the eastern circular kiva inasmuch as it^ ^
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has a' platform across one end, or side, of the room. : ; 
Other than the fact that they are rectangular with a ' 
platform, they possess the same features as the eastern 
kivas. " ^  ̂ ‘

The constant shifting of Pueblo Indians from one area 
to another and the movement of ideas by diffusion (or the 
like) have led to a heterogeneous development of kivas in - 
the Rio Grande pueblos where round arid square kivas exist 
side by side. At Isleta, New Mexicd,* for example, there ' 
are five buildings referred to as kivas; two are detached 
found houses associated with the moiety divisions and or
ganizations, two are undetached rectangular-houses also • :
for the moiety groups, arid the other is a building for general 
assemblage or a public house. - ~ a:.;,

In the northeastern portion of the Pueblo area, the'
general area around Mesa Verde, during the twelfth century 
there were some kivas directly associated by turinels arid: 
doors with related towers and rooms (Fig. 22, p. 95). Their « 
specific use and their association are still unknown. Also 
during this time in the same area, kiva-like buildings were 
constructed for definite ceremonial usages. Such buildings

1. Parsons, 1932, p. 209.
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possessed kiva features, yet differed much from them,in gen- 
era! architecture,. - The best knoym examples, of such strue-13 
tures are Fire Temple and Sun Temple in Mesa Verde?.National
Park. A systematic- study,.of these buildings needs to be 
made before any conclusion can be drawn concerning,.their 
origin'and development.

The comparison chart (p. 80) I" ;-l.l h'illustrates -V::--the wide
spread use of similar features.. It .shows that there.are two 
distinct kiva forms, round and rectangular. * The late rec
tangular forms in the west arerthe same?as the early rectan
gular ones except that in the late forms a raised platform 
extends across the end of the room in .which the ventilator - 
shaft is located.. Round and rectangular kivas possess the 
same features except that the recess, in the round kivas, 
usually near or oyer. ;the ventilator shaft, is replaced by 
a platform in the rectangular type. The two major types 
might possibly be broken into subtypes but the writer believes
it is unwise to attempt to subtype them on available evi
dence.

A detailed examination of the comparison chart shows 
that kivas cannot be used, to date, as evidence of the de
velopment and movement of the Pueblo Indians in the south
west. However, it indicates that as the complete story of 
the kiva complex is unfolded with additional information 
from future excavations they will be able to do so.

The limited knowledge which can be gained from written
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archaeological reports shows that there is a need for a more
thorough investigation of kivas in every area. Possible the
following suggestions may be of use to field investigators
working out the archaeology of any given locality:
le The major part or all of every kiva within the site 

should be excavated. ; . ^
2. A complete and careful floor plan should be made of each 
. kiva.

3. The relationship of the individual features within each . 
kiva, the relationship with associated kivas, and with 
kivas in other areas should be determined.

4. The relationship of kivas within a site in respect to 
size, shape, and location should be determined.

5. The absolute date of each kiva should be determined as
accurately as possible by tree-ring: material or by pottery.'

6. Associated artifacts in each kiva should be noted with
care. • 7 :7 .

7. Kivas should be excavated with the same consideration and 
care as are accorded other important structures.
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